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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 What is the purpose of this white paper?

The Science Policy Council (SPC) requested that recommendations be made in a white
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paper for the direct interaction of the Council with the Models 2000 effort and the proposed
Committee on Regulatory Environmental Modeling (CREM). An Agency-wide white paper
work group was formed to re-evaluate the recommendations in the report of the 1994 Agency
Task Force on Environmental Regulatory Modeling (ATFERM) to the Deputy Administrator that
EPA adopt model acceptance (or use acceptability) criteria (MAC) for use in model selection and
peer review practices.

In reviewing current Agency practices in model evaluation and p|er revjjpf j including
evaluating several case histories, the work group observed that modelsi^p&igp diverse and
complex than in 1993 when the ATFERM final report wa^ipptljen. lftp|fc||diite paper work
group felt that the adequacy of the ATFERM criteria shojjffSfe reexarn|i|j|̂ |̂g ATFERM. ||f
report environmental models were defined in terms of faflfand transport, esliSliinlo.f ..JiF

-*• •••f«j<;if,':1 jK.vs'iSi? fa-y^i$&$:p,-if^'*if£$$!'-i&- ,.v-&e;'fj.!="

contaminant concentrations in soil, groundwater, surfac|f|yater, a^pFambient
assessment (page III-l). Now models used by the Agel;||||arigj|fiom site specifii^l^lonal in
scale; from single contaminant and pathway to multi-pal^llQlilM^multi-contaminan! in
operational scope; and from estimating simple exposure r̂ s||||j||l̂ |pyiding input to complex
risk assessments or comparisons of management optionfih ru"l|iii|S||||g., "model systems" with
component modules and even algorithms uniquely assembled on1̂ ||i|̂ ||me of application). In
1 993 model evaluation and selection was largely:|a||S|||cy functiof|w|ipas inter-agency
efforts in shared model development and use .pi o^illslallrilw more cmmon. Also, there is

irfSfef :K" ^'3£$Msi-'^$£$%$*;.%'fr ,/i^' ""' '

great variability among t h e four National P r r r a m C i i c e o f Research a n d
Development in their model evaluation practices asjwell"al!|iĵ p^)es of models they use.

For several years now the S^ppkas urgjpfthe Agerlpy to move forward in consolidating
its gains in modeling. Their recq|i|i8bdatioj!|||as echqejpin a 1997 external review of "Plans to
Address Limitations of EPAj;s INjpr Vehi|Jjimissi|nlkodel" (GAO/RCED-97-210 p. 10). In
part, as a resjilt of this urg|if|p|b1f Agency ̂ |ii||||jplhe Models 2000 Conference in Athens, GA
in Decenj|||:|i||g7, Dr. |i||R||||iuraka repr|||liSd the Science Advisory Board and made a
presentallillfllliiljthe incfii®|i||||||mplexity of models. He also stressed the importance of
verificatiori*S||||̂ |j|aj(ion issl|s||||||||iyity and uncertainty analyses, intra- and inter-Agency
coordination anl{i||||̂ !d for a p||||||pfv mechanism. Dr. Muraka's bottom line was that new
approaches ̂ [gj|̂ l̂|i|̂ 3Jffipre thalpiodels are developed, used, and implemented appropriately.
The Modj|jiPs206o §teel̂ g||i||lementation Team (SIT) is engaged in an on-going SAB
consujbpSbn with the Er|i|||ri|||ltal Models Subcommittee on the Agency's modeling efforts
thatjjftan in May 1998|P|p*'

ftiat oj)ti(ji|iiTecommended to the SPC?

liie^SpC Steerin Committee received anSteering Committee received an initial briefing in April, 14,1998, on model
evaluation issues and a full discussion of the draft white paper developed by the SPC white
paper work group on November 5, 1998. A copy of that revised paper will be made available to
all SPC members. As a result of that discussion the Steering Committee recommends that the
SPC consider charging the proposed CREM with providing updated general guidance on model
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evaluation in the context of a strategy for model evaluation and peer review (see Section 4.1 for a
discussion of other potential options). Guidelines were recommended as a substitute for
criteria since they would not seem overly bureaucratic to Agency staffer expose the Agency to
unnecessary legal challenges regarding model use. Such guidelines would promote consistency in
model evaluation and selection across the Agency. Decisions on the use of models for
environmental decision making would be left to the program managers recognizing model
acceptability is related to the specific use of the model and the acceptability of thejiik in
decision making due to uncertainty and variability in model inputs. Thei^rograjpoianagers
would be responsible for providing accessible documentationkevaluatir|^ly,plodel they use. It is
anticipated that eventually the CREM would set up a proces|!||r peritfc^J^gv of selected
models to provide feedback to Agency senior manageme||!on'overall;|c |̂|̂ ||,of responsejfr
the general guidelines. if s.*fir "i|«5feS32

*"^ *—^ :V'!;!?'«v .}}*••<?-•>•'

ions?!1.3 What are the benefits and related costs involveili||thje ifSrious optic
•«te ̂ :*S^??4&i;;!v; si$S-

Unfortunately the workgroup was unable to obtair|p||||̂ |j:)st information on most of
the models evaluated (see Appendix E). General infor^alion l̂|||S|ffi||f|om programs
conducting model evaluation indicate a substantial increase in ris^lljl^iiuld be needed to
extend these activities Agency-wide. However,i:|||̂ ^ojnimendafi|||||p)rn Section 1.2 were
carried out, they would promote systematic ij|a||̂ litt|i|ftk|riodel delflopment and use within
EPA by providing a basis for consistent mgifSl evaluillittSnlipeer,rJview. The proposed model

•' J- t-J .(iWsStf .:•;;:•=:" '•^-•K:\^^;'^.^.T'i^''^^-!\:'^

evaluation strategy (see Section 1.4 belo|||rwould_elicoxxr^S|||f||livity and uncertainty analyses
of environmental models and their prejptions asfff ell as clSiifSpeer review requirements.
Access to the evaluation results wojfijpmproyiilmodel self etion, avoid redundancy in model
development and evaluation, anojelpance theJKgency'sJfedibility with external stakeholders.
These benefits would involve colff for eva$||||qn duriff model development, peer review and

... „ Ji^JtB^^^^JiiaiffltiaiiP^ , , Additional costs would also be
but feedback to developers would

1.4 If revised^'""""""""
''iiiiiiiiii,.
ine|g|i||pt>_

i their litfftire? What about peer review? A model
|uideline|iil|||pt>pted does the workgroup have any

:isss>m:Km,vfjtjf flifIi|tE9S"
.||flr Considering that|il|pfency's regulatory actions are often challenged, the revised model

acjjlfftance guidelines njid to reflect the "state of the art" in model evaluation. Recent modeling
li||||ture emphasizes flexible model evaluation identifying areas of uncertainty rather than the

of model "validation" that can be misinterpreted as implying "truth" in predictions. To
• ]mo4di|€cceptance criteria need to be incorporated into an Agency-wide strategy for

nd selection that can accommodate differences in model types and their uses
Results from this strategy would provide information to support model selection.

Development of the general guidelines would involve relating evaluation tasks supporting MAC
to roles of model developers (both scientists and software developers) and the users applying the
models to specific situations. Also peer review needs to be related to appropriate qualitative and
quantitative evaluations in both model development and application. Development of a general
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Agency strategy for model evaluation is recommended that updates a protocol developed for the
Risk Assessment Forum (see Appendix D). The strategy would provide a consistent basis for
evaluation of a model focused on its ability to perform its designated task reliably. The strategy
offers flexibility by proposing a wide variety of evidence to support the decision and it covers
evaluations in situations with limited field data. The strategy also tailors the evaluation of the
intrinsic properties of the model to the nature of the predictive task and the magnitude of the risk
of making a wrong decision. This supports making an informed choice on whethejjlr not to use
a model as a tool for prediction related to the quality of the decision. I||s alsosl|f commended
that an Agency-wide clearinghouse for models be investigated since itjplldjffovide a means to
access model evaluation information while leveraging resquffl|s of sir||̂ 8|̂ nizations and
avoiding duplication of effort. JIP'*' ,!?

111 JiPr
1.5 What follow-up activities should be pursued?

1. Determining the form, resources needed and approjjjjS^^using of the CREM . The
overall recommendation of the SPC Steering Committeerv̂ l|i||||i|e proposed CREM provide
updated guidance for the Agency. Thus CREM might̂ iViell||S|j|||alpgous to the EMMC as a
cross-Agency effort to coordinate and promote consistency in nid||lli|̂ i|||a|ion and use. This
presumes that the goal of developing a consistenteafip:o'te.h for modelilpilfues is desirable, if
•*• ^ A ĵ ^^ î̂ ĵ ii'̂ Iiftiifefe,, îjisif^vC.rP'

not essential, to the EPA's modeling programj||ili|î ||eyond the'slope of this paper, it is
anticipated that the Models 2000 SIT will j^esent to|̂ j|l||̂ ror|glal for a charter specifying
the CREM's general function, projected,ijeSource r,e|[uire1r||r|p îlltructural placement within
the Agency in conjunction with the w,hj|e paper il&mmenljitiiinS. In the future, a careful
economic assessment by a contracjojfllf the neejls of eachjjfogram office and the Regions would
be valuable since only limited infofflfflStion ojflmodel assessment is currently available. In
addition, it has been suggested tilt1 the CRE|JjmigJi|il|fflioused under the auspices of the Risk
Assessmen|||orum. .4̂ ||fe|f |8ilIiilPr

2. A tiefe^^^ftgh shou^j&j^e^, confining the initial scope of CREM to exposure
models. Inifelfli|||||fi£:;REM w|||ilij||i||rie its focus to exposure models (including fate and
transport) relatet|!||i||iian healtn||r|||]gpllogical stressors since the Agency is most experienced
in these modj||pgls||||||Si|As expifipnce is gained and a complete model inventory is
developed^^^ematicliiSaiiGe, work on other models such as pharmacokinetic, dose-response

4?$$$ *^ V?;::̂ ir.::ii'4s '̂S-ijii:i;i!i;.K;̂ ;̂S .̂ J. ^ I.

and pg^bly economic rJ|Mi|̂ pll be developed.

jl| recting the CREJjf's work toward issuance of peer-reviewed guidances on "how" to
||| ate and chara^jrize models to support the strategy for model evaluation (Section 5)
i"""""!"" mjusjlj^tmg "what" should be done. A rough five year time frame for these

|i|pf||plnated. Examples of guidance subjects needed are:
SHlp|jrbpriate methods for peer review of models to address uncertainty in model theory;

- mathematical approaches to code verification to address uncertainty in transcription into
model code;
- the appropriate use of sensitivity analyses in modeling to address uncertainty in model
calibration;
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- characterizing applicability of a particular model (needed data, driving parameters,
responsiveness to data, etc..) to address uncertainty in model tests and the overall
assessment with respect to the stated use of the model results;
- how to use information (from evaluations covered by above guidances) as guidance for
the technical user to construct a plain English characterization for the non-technical, risk
manager (i.e., "model characterization language" similar to the risk characterization
paradigm) to address the overall assessment with respect to the stated use o||he model
results (Part I). Jk

Research efforts could be under the auspices of the Risk Assessment EfflffiaHiffSonsultation with
•*• .,«;;. ;;!i;̂ ;";«i= l̂̂ *S|:pS;i--

the SPC/CREM and could be funded through mechanisms sulk as thelOEliiifSTAR programF & to

of Information

4. Developing and utilizing a model clearinghouse to jjjjorm
stakeholders on model evaluation results, availabilitjjjjnd applieWion
with the Program Offices and Regions. A possible so||jjx|nj|oi|a centralized
models is the Applications Systems Inventory (ASI) prdp|î Q||§|;|he Office oi
Resources Management (OIRM). OIRM is required to rn|l||Ji|||||̂ nformation Systems
Inventory of metadata related to EPA's computer app^lafion'^iliilllmodels, modules and
databases. This would require agreement by the various prograrSl|iffiifeilnd Regions to support
such a system. At this stage, the clearinghouse i§|||li|||psioned as'l|pj;|Source-intensive in
terms of providing technical assistance. The(,3y^^Sf^^(|^ringhous^|f6uld be referred to
individual programs/offices for model suppirt assistafieSlSilii;-, .,Jff

aSf ar '^jstjiBjISifiSBSfejffiS*'

5. Integration of developed peer revjjejjj/guidantJ! and thefjupporting aspects of QA/QC for
environmental models. Once the |||lffvl has developed rjfpr review guidance, the supporting
aspects of QA/QC for envirorrnieji||lregulatg|y models4|and model systems) will need to be
clarified.. Some of aspects of e"|||uation pr|||||s ap^pefflfmore feasible as peer review than others,
i.e., evaluatj||i of the scienJiKfsJjeory undĵ p[|p|l6del versus a line by line verification of the
computej^ |̂||corpor4iil}^iiathemalii|j|̂ uations or assessment of input data quality.
Thus, ihll̂ |fl||Sgj|ncy disfi^^f ̂ ^^consultation with the SAB, would be helpful in
identifying 'fni|li|̂  development and application for peer review and
those evaluatio11ij|f|l̂ ^ as part of supporting QA/QC.

.^^'^'^^^^fe^2"INTRODUCT][ON

2.1j|lntext |ril|r'fins IK '
.I'fiiil' A:1'

The SAB has bjen actively advising the Agency on the use of computer models in
||||B|nmental prqt|pfbn for many years. In 1989, after reviewing several models, the Board
|̂ il̂ ^ner|6|atfibe in its first commentary or resolution (EPA-SAB-EEC-89-012). It
re||ii||p|ira||iSat "EPA establish a general model validation protocol and provide sufficient
resollfSiPlo'test and confirm models with appropriate field and laboratory data" and that "an
Agency-wide task-group to assess and guide model use by EPA should be formed". In response,
the Assistant Administrator for Research and Development (ORD) and the Assistant
Administrator for Solid Waste and Emergency Response (OSWER) jointly requested the Deputy
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Administrator, as the chair of the former Risk Assessment Council, to establish a task force to
examine the issues. The voluntary Agency Task Force on Environmental Regulatory Modeling
(ATFERM) was created in March 1992 and completed a report in October 1993. In its report
(EPA 500-R-94-001), the ATFERM noted that the Agency has no formal mechanism to evaluate
model acceptability and that causes redundant inconsistent evaluations as well as uncertainty
about acceptability of models being applied and the results the Agency obtains with the models.
They proposed that there should be "a comprehensive set of criteria for model selgsjion (that)
could reduce inconsistency in model selection and ease the burden on tr|^jRegiggp%id States
applying the models in their programs". They drafted a set of "accept|ift||jjifleria" for section
II of the ATFERM report and in Section III, provided an "A||||py Gttf^^^^^Conducting
External Peer Review of Environmental Regulatory Modjfplf', (later 1994, by Jfr

EPA's Deputy Administrator on behalf of the Science PjiSy Counci|lf
ATFERM also proposed a charter for a Committee on a'
(CREM) to be created by the Deputy Administrator or t ^e ju i i ence Policy Co |̂|̂ j|iPC) to
carry on work begun by the ATFERM and technical sup°fp|||jf^model users. This ouilt on
SAB recommendations (SAB-EC-88-040, SAB-EC-88-Opim§|AB-EEC-89-012).

•a=#!?P:i' l̂î lllppJlilî jliJil;̂

In its peer review of the "Agency Guidance for^Conductil^Jllpla^Peer Review of
Environmental Regulatory Modeling", the SAB |̂.̂ ||||̂ iidorsedli:|ijjigjft;y's generic approach
to conducting peer review of environmental (EPl|SAB-EEC-LTR-93-008).
The Environmental Engineering CommitteelBoted tiailnftliiiportalit element to the review

*»? *••* ,3tf¥-i>s' ,--'fW ';̂ -'-'̂ ^-;S^-:S^-^ '̂ivvĵ i;p!'-.'"^;;.:'"

process is the verification of the model a|imst ava^tblelllffill^pTange of conditions of
interest" with a discussion of compensating errojjjiind sug^sWP"some guidance needs to be
provided as to what constitutes adedWfe modeliierformanie". The report also included specific
A ;!3 -̂ffi!̂ &;:js.:': /?iijfis!i -S^l-'Sf

recommendations on organizatio|ia|Shd peei||View projpsses. Later SAB asked to work with
the Agency on clarifying roles o.jffie SAB ;affligtiier,:pjef review mechanisms to cover
substantiallytjaew models,.,,si|g|.|Scant ada||||̂ |p^p§xisting models, controversial applications
of existm ît|J|||ls, and«||||l|i|ins with s1|l|iSaiit impacts on regulatory decisions (EPA-SAB-
EEC-CGli|̂ |̂|i|, Whei||ip||||||ral years, implementation of these plans faltered, the SAB
urged the As|l||̂ i||pnpve fo"f%||J^ |̂nsolidating its gains in modeling. Their
recommendatiSr|||iii!^hoed in 'St|̂ p^^ernal review of "Plans to Address Limitations of
EPA's Motogjgl^lt^^ipns MlfeV' (GAO/RCED-97-210 p. 10).

"part, as a resuS|||gii||ilrging, the Agency conducted the Models 2000 Conference in
Atheijf, GA in Decembeliff^f; Dr. Ishwar Muraka represented the Science Advisory Board and
mjlifa presentation not||g the increasing complexity of models. He also stressed the importance
oUSjIrification an-d val||ation issues, sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, intra- and inter-Agency
p|tt||riation and ttpifieed for a peer review mechanism. Dr. Muraka's bottomline was that new

||j||hj|s i. are,n.e|pld to insure that models are developed, used, and implemented appropriately.
'

discussions have revealed that:
1. The Agency would benefit from an integrated strategy/mechanism for dealing with computer
models development and use within the Agency or across agencies.
2. The Agency is developing multi-media, multi-pathway models in different program offices for
different purposes and the SAB has initiated an Advisory on a module of one of the models (i.e.,
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TRIM.FaTE).
3. An SAB consultation was requested on the follow-up activities of the Models 2000 workshop,
on establishment of the CREM and on the Agency's goals and objectives in establishing the
model acceptability criteria and peer review guidelines.

The Science Policy Council (SPC) and its associated Steering Committee (SPC-SC)
was established by the Administrator as a mechanism1 for addressing EPA's manyjSgnificant

•* &f5g=;gif'

policy issues that go beyond regional and program boundaries. They nojsd tha||pe development
and application of environmental regulatory models (ERMs) must be v|S|®djprl:hin the larger
framework of the risk assessment-risk management (envirorilftental deSS||Hll|iaking) paradigm

.S-Kt^f.^^^' '••%'f^.'w£'?f:^^'!'--^;^,.. ...

currently utilized by the Agency. Ultimately models canjjpseen as toop|||j||phich risk jfr

assessments are performed to support risk management decisions. TMlfefdfHillpielitical thafpfne
XT i. i *-' ffesK? .::f^?^'' l̂î ^^^ -̂iJiS^ .̂ ..i/̂ i:r

purposes, limitations and uncertainties inherent in an er||ironment|i'model be^iurai^glidjly"the
risk assessor applying the model to a risk concern and ̂ Iggkananager who depelf|sjt|ipn the
outputs from a model in decision making. Also they nelalfifliance that the model is'being

- * • * • * ' • ' '1;K|v'/s';::1J'Sî ^S^vfi'>S;i:!'.̂

utilized consistently across the Agency. Further, it is vita|}l|||||||J||r̂ )cess by which a model is
developed, the criteria for evaluating its credibility (majjfematlf||S|||idJty, approximation to field
results, application to different scenarios, etc.) be accessible to fne]J|||||̂ |ff;orld for objective
analysis (e.g., external peer review), and to assessjj^^^^ihe publiellSitege. Also as modeling
becomes more sophisticated and bridges muy; |̂i!:5^^ |̂̂ athway|̂ Multi-endpoints, it
demands a higher degree of technical expeif si and t^fflS^H|m JhefEPA.

The recently issued SPC PeerJE|piew Hanlbook (iplHC, 1998) incorporates the earlier
ATFERM guidance on the peer rey|||pbf ER^ft°n the EjpA web site
http://www.epa.gov/ORD/spc). jlplA^FERj]|fguidanqejltates that "...environmental
models...that may form part of trteiscientifiellltsis for^rBiulatory decision-making at EPA are

^ 4*. '^^ • [f:i:!̂ î ^1:^y;̂ ;fe^

subject to thiipeer review p:8l|ey3l..and...thisiBffliiiS;::is provided as an aid in evaluating the need
,<!̂ ;p|E< ••Î ;̂ H;̂ 1̂;̂ . '̂ ^̂ l̂ p̂;!:̂ ;!̂

and, whe.rJ!!j||t̂  externalipi^flview related to the development and/or
applicatil§|||jj!̂ ^ modeling." The guidance further defines what is
encompasseilippeiiiceview BlimwKldevelopment3 and applications4.r ^i&SiVimm... v6:i|i|:*ai:sifS. r rr

1 ,;:̂ |l:;^-^H'"';;"'"^^r;::^i '̂'il5!^pr;l;i^i ' ' • • ' " '
,̂Sj|SMi, it's goal IsjlJvjiiligtKlJiSbl^policies that guide Agency decision-makers in their use of scientific and technical information.

The SPC wf|pl to implement and!! |̂|§r|j:|j|g|psess of initiatives recommended by external advisory bodies such as the National Research
Council,a|p;!he Science Advisory |if>j|ifiifi|s|y|£if as others such as the Congress, industry and environmental groups, and Agency staff

fjSf 2 SI ~!9lijliltf Stakeholder involvemenf (i.e., involvement by those interested or affected entities) in the development of ERMs within the
enjipiimental decision making franjework is both desirable and necessary. It is desirable because often the regulated industries or other
aff|||i§. groups have special insj|hf or expertise into parameters, e.g., the industrial process, exposure issues, place or media-based concern,
ĵ|ic||iniust be integrated intq,it|&;EPA model. Their participation provides a value-added dimension to the development process and enhances

ffeiel|n;|es of model acceptance and/or public credibility. It is necessary for the obvious reason of foregoing possible lawsuits and because the
p^inlallfgater involvement in the decision making process (Presidential Commission, 1997; NRC, 1996).

:'
i '*"
developed to support regulatory decision-making or research models expanded to develop scientific

information for Agency decision-making would be subject to the peer review guidance.

^
Normally, the first application of a model should undergo peer review. For subsequent applications, a program

manager should consider the scientific/technical complexity and/or novelty of the particular circumstances as compared to prior
applications. Peer review of all similar applications should be avoided because this would likely waste precious time and
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The guidance describes the steps in the external peer review process, the mechanisms,
general criteria, and documentation for conducting external peer review and the specific
elements of peer review. The elements include: 1) model purpose, 2) major defining and
limiting considerations, 3) theoretical basis for the model, 4) parameter estimation, 5) data
quality/quantity, 6) key assumptions, 7) model performance measures, 8) model documentation
including users guide and 9) a retrospective analysis. The guidance does not specifically address
externally funded model peer review but Agency policy5 being developed for impleiaentation of
the Cancer Guidelines should provide a useful precedent. j|,. _sgjir

.̂ ., • ĵ̂ lf̂ NfMsP'
The Risk Assessment Forum (RAF) was established!fiSliromot|||^^|§c consensus on

risk assessment issues and to ensure that this consensus is||(€orporated|ij
assessment guidance. The RAF recently convened a workshop on Mjpfie
(EPA/630/R-96/010) and acting upon the recommenda|||||s fromjjjte wor
of guiding principles to guide agency risk assessors in iffjf||prjiabilistic analysiijR||||f JPThe
tools were also provided to support adequate characterizilljliflfcariability and uncertainty in
risk assessment results (e.g., sensitivity analyses). Policy|pr̂ |||||p:|ance of risk assessments was
also developed. It requires that the methods used be dj|c1imdn|rti|i|ffle;iently (including all
models used and all data upon which the assessment is based andl||||§silnptions impacting the
results) to allow the results to be independently replflbiiiied. 'SSllllf5'*J ' ,(fJ|f&ft:WSI;ft;ssj|%. ijsjfeirt

2.2 Purpose of the White Paper jir"
* •*• .#'££:-' •"•'~":. '^^^•&!K£-$l^:&'^'['-?m^

•if'' ,JF '!!:!ll!iii|||Pr

In follow-up to the Models 2QQ||workshoJlf the inilfpilBordinating Committee to the
SPC proposed that the various optio|||ffbr impslfmentationjt>f the ATFERM recommendations on
model acceptance criteria and peej||eview bej||arified infl^white paper for the SPC. The SPC-
SC accepted the proposal to^prcjiide backg||i|id for^dScisions on SPC direct involvement in the
Models 20<p||ffort. An A |̂||pvide gro||||f|||||l!ing the National Program offices, Regions,
ORD andfilBlSi.QualityjiillSiaffee DivisilnRgrassembled (see Appendix A) to considered

jv^wf:;;̂ ;̂̂ '̂ ;̂;;;:̂ ^ .̂̂  *> ' i.i:;̂ ;:.̂ :̂*.;̂ ;;̂ ;;̂ .̂ .:;̂ "̂ ;. •""•••'' •. i. J. ^

whether li|i||||jlRM prSplllllllild be carried out and, if so, with what criteria. The
following q\!i||i||jpiaised by'}fM|||l&|jCoordination Committee are addressed (Section 6):

1. I|||̂ |||?i!|||||̂ |pf Peeipeview (external/internal) and QA/QC evahiation relate to
J

jif What is a con|||J|i§ifinition of model use acceptability criteria?
jifFS. Does acceptaflfiiffcbrrespond to a particular model, or specific applications of a

jljf model? Jf:

Jill 4. Does acceptability cover only models developed by EPA or can it cover externally
developed mjpels?

moiffltflfilfesources while failing to provide the decision maker with any new relevant scientific information.
Nevertheless, a program manager may consider conducting peer review of applications upon which costly decisions are based or
applications which are likely to end up in litigation.

The specific details are not yet available, but external stakeholder groups funding peer reviews of ERMs for Agency
use will be expected to generally adhere to the same procedures that the EPA is following.
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5. Does acceptability mean the agency will develop a "clearinghouse" of models that
meet EPA's definition of acceptable?
6. Would each program/region develop their own system for evaluating acceptability?
7. Should EPA apply a generic set of criteria across the board to all categories of ERMs
or should acceptability criteria differ depending on the complexity and use (e.g.,
screening vs. detailed assessment) of a model?

3. BACKGROUND

3.1 Current Practices of Model Evaluation

As background for addressing whether or not mgfpl acceptanft <
adopted and, if so, how to define them, the group want||||o knowjlf 'the contexli^^|il|fifflili
acceptance criteria had changed. Available infonnatio||̂ |i|sing on the last five"-yj|||f!iirice the
ATFERM report was written and case histories in model|||pffl|§ns (Appendix C) are
summarized in the following sections:

3.1.1 Office of Air and Radiation (OAR)
,<iSil£

;.rfilS§^ |̂p.i |̂;^:%^^;;i.;. "^Js'SM^ '̂'

a) The Office of Air Quality Planniuiliiiiiiiiiiids (OAifl): supports
$&:V&* "'^ffi$'x$$j$-ffi&Myfy<\'- :'£>fj

implementing the Clean Air Act (CAA) aitffuality iii|IIJp |̂ip|i||lrients which includes
several mechanisms to assist the Region^aFOffices^Ind sta^^iftfSeal air pollution control
agencies in approving and/or developjj|gmodels|arid modelSfg'fechniques for air quality
dispersion applications. It has we_aj||fM the t^it of time jalid continues to meet the Regions'
needs, therefore recommendation||lrchangej|| currerry|mphasis or mode of operation are not
needed. The process includes th8*-^11-""--*83* *;*

x W t o l l ^ i d e l i n e r l i r Quality Models (Guideline) of 40 Code of

The lliliiie|Sil?!promo1:eJIfio îi9ie,n,cy in the use of air quality dispersion modeling within, 1 . , . , . * 1 1 - ^ 1 - J _ T , , ,the air managem;g||pjf.ig|ams. It!a|si||ec:ommends air quality modeling techniques that should
be applied ̂ ^ îl̂ [|̂ |̂̂ ation'B|Si (SIP) revisions and new source reviews, including
preventieglisf significSri|||||ll||ration (PSD) permits. A compendium of models and modeling
techni^fes acceptable t6||iig|pi|i»rovided. The recommended models are subjected to peer
sciejffmc review and/or IpSpfic comment and review process. The Guideline specifically
adfjfsses the use of altelaative models or techniques, if an EPA preferred model or procedure is
n||||ppropriate or ava;|jtble.

to the guideline have occurred over the years. New modeling
' ' ' - '

r>M||||||p||||p!6aels proposed for the Guideline are required to be technically and scientifically
souliipSinliefgo beta testing, model performance evaluation against applicable EPA preferred
models, use of field studies or fluid modeling evaluation, documented in a user's guide, within
the public domain, and undergo some level of peer review. The conferences and modeling
revisions are announced and proposed through the Federal Register. Modeling revisions then
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become a part of the regulatory process after publication of a final notice that addresses public
comments and EPA's responses. Many new modeling techniques have successfully made the
transition to some level of Guideline acceptance.

2) Model Clearinghouse
Section 301 of the CAA requires a mechanism for identifying and standardizing

inconsistent or varying criteria, procedures, and policies being employed in implejtflnting and
enforcing the CAA. The Regions are responsible for ensuring that fairnjgs andjoffflbrmity are
practiced. The Model Clearinghouse was created many years, ago to su||jf|tjllese requirements.
It is a Regional resource for discussing and resolving modehjgjjssuesl|||isift|btaining
modeling guidance and modeling tools. A primary purpojeiof the Mo|||igî |̂ ghouse is to ,,J|?
review the Regional Offices' positions on non-guidelinejjibdels or ajprnalf |̂fe|]ffi|q|ies. Tbjt°
Clearinghouse reviews each referral for national consis|||ey befojilmal
Regional Administrator. This requires an historical co|ipp|i§e|lf the Clearingli0|̂ ^teage of
non-guideline techniques by the Regional Offices and tfH|||||||sJances involved in each
application. Jlltllllliifc"* .^:~ '^m.m^^M^A.

In FY-1981, the Clearinghouse began to maintain paper miij|||̂ ferrals from the
Regional Offices. These files document the usag^^^^guidelinel^^&'and alternative
techniques. The information in the files is surr||plliA|iij;5pmmun{|Hed to the Regional
Offices periodically to increase awarenessjpany pr^plliliilllhjnj^iewing state or industry
proposals to apply non-guideline modelsj|r alternajife telS|i|||fr

jfliJif ,llf' .ilf""'"'
After a few years, the Modg|i||paringh|plse Inforrrption Storage and Retrieval System

(MCHISRS) was designed. This|||ll€atabasjsystem tojpfanage information about Regional
inquiries involving the interpretgpon of mq|ilng guidlnce for specific regulatory applications.

type, andiHslfiililus a narrltiigflirimary. The summary includes a statement of the modeling
'i'%i"SS-^SS^^- '̂̂ :5ii'̂ . Vi;%£:i^;i!%ii':G!i>'-^:.;'.£•;:£& ^

or modeling'iillijlillliue invdli|||||||||he Clearinghouse position on the issue. Any users can
now examine m ĵ|ffl|i|||al recofl||i|il||Srmine impact on their particular application.

, , , ? i ; , . :

TJ|iPClearing1li|||li|i|&gays accessible to the Regions. A mechanism for timely review
of uni(jj|e*modelmg app|||a|i|)i|pSr nonguideline modeling techniques with a view toward
natigffwide precedent ani|ci||sistency is professionally achieved with the Clearinghouse.

3) Support C e j r for Regulatory Air Modeling Internet website, (SCRAM Internet
1 |lj;/ website) .i;?|SP':

ffifi^"by-product of the Model Clearinghouse is the development and
ife SCRAM Internet website. This bulletin board has been in existence and
public for at least a decade. The SCRAM Internet website represents an

electronic clearinghouse for the Agency and provides a critical linkage to the Regions and the
public. It maintains an historical record of guidance on generic issues and other policy
memoranda and is updated as needed. All of the Agency's models and user's guides that are
recommended for regulatory use are maintained through OAQPS and available at all times
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through the SCRAM Internet website.

In addition to the Agency preferred models, a variety of alternative models and support
computer programs are available through SCRAM Internet website. This Internet website also
provides complete and timely documentation of not only the revisions to these models but
documentation on why they were needed and their effects on model performance. Although the
basic format of the Internet website has not changed significantly, changes are madj|to better
meet the needs of the customers and the ever broadening scope of air dispersiondSSodeling.

*-' A •;;&*$!•' .ji&yi:''' ^

The recent move of the bulletin board to the Intemejpilsfiust ori^^S^^^of how OAQPS
works to improve accessibility of this system. The SCR.A||Knternet of the mosjjT
user friendly bulletin boards on the INTERNET. It app |jfs' that thejii'brrllljl^llegionsl^
needs that are related to the successful implementation i||he CAAflir quality^^^^^^^^^1

modeling regulations and requirements are met by the <j||||in;gpuse and the SCRU|||rlrernet
website. ^MimfmitKs^

4) Conferences on air quality modeling ,,s|ff"
Section 320 of the CAA requires EPA to conduct a confti|i||i||||ir quality modeling at

least every three years. The Seventh Modeling Gol|î :̂|g on Air 'f||^il§fflodeling should be
held this year. The conference provides a forurfllii^mlliilSeyiew and^lo'mment on proposed

•> r JSSJf-'" ^aKS'BiifBIJRISi.̂  ,:S!'"'

revisions to the Guideline. .jfP liP-illplllilfe:,.,,,;*!?"

5) Periodic modeling worksrjx3|ir ,J{f
Finally, an annual workshqr||sj|ield witlflhe EPAjfegional Meteorologists and state and

local agencies to ensure consisterjifjflhd to pjimote thejjpe of more accurate air quality models
and data bases for PSD and SIP|||lated app|||||i(DnsM:;sp"

|̂̂ i||̂  of Ra(||i|oililid Indo6»|||liKPsfntra- and Inter-Agency cooperative efforts
^^^^^L..guidatf^^^^^d^el selection and evaluation through a joint Interagency

Environmenfaljfiiifcay Mod'eliniilpiking Group. The group was established by the EPAv |̂̂ i;i|̂ ^[|ife|/ '^[^^•ii^lr^pi^;^ o r & r J
Offices of Radla||||̂ |||ndoor'1̂ |pp!A) and Solid Waste and Emergency Response
(OSWER), EnerglpBoE) Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Managemiiftf and the^illSSilRpgulatory Commission (NRC) Office of Nuclear Material Safety

,̂ l|p*' ^: f̂̂ ff11^p|!̂ l̂  •* \ j j
and S||iguards. Their p|||i||||pas to promote more appropriate and consistent use of
mathe'matical environmeiffllifnbdels in the remediation and restoration of sites contaminated by

.tptSi.;;" t.J:iT!'s;: "*'•$' *

radioactive substances. j|f
Sf.

Jill f
First, the EPAfDOE, and NRC working group sponsored a mail survey in 1990 and 1991

lljlll^^rajdiglilliB and non-radiologic environmental transfer or pathway computer models
|̂|;|i|||Jf|jpp:|fpi:id or are being used to support cleanup of hazardous and radioactive waste

sitel'Si|tein1;ent of the survey was to gather basic administrative and technical information on
the extent and type of modeling efforts being conducted by EPA, DOE, and NRC at hazardous
and radioactive waste sites, and to identify a point of contact for further follow-up. A report,
Computer Models Used to Support Cleanup Decision-Making at Hazardous and Radioactive
Waste Sites, was published (EPA 402-R-93-005, March 1993) to provide a description of the
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survey and model classification scheme, survey results, conclusions, and an appendix containing
descriptions and references for the models reported in the survey.

Later, reports resulting from the working group's efforts were published (described
below) to be used by technical staff responsible for identifying and implementing flow and
transport models to support cleanup decisions at hazardous and radioactive waste sites. One
report, Environmental Pathway Models: Ground- Water Modeling in Support of Remedial
Decision-Making at Sites Contaminated with Radioactive Material, (ERJ|S402 |̂|B-009, March
1993) identified the role of, and need for, modeling in support of reme|||||lefjlion making at
sites contaminated with radioactive materials. It addresses^^lllxposufSj^i^s, but
emphasizes ground-water modeling at EPA National Prio||f Cist and
Decommissioning Management Program sites. Its prim objectivjjpas
modeling is needed and the various processes that needj|f|be modjftd. In
describes when simple versus more complex models mlpHfeoaeeffed to support rernllSaioecision

•* •*" 'l^Ti'-^'y^-i'M^^v''^'1?''': 1%";£fe;:£j'£>S1'

making.

A Technical Guide To Ground-Water Model S f c t i o h t j o r i t a m i n a t e d With
Radioactive Substances (EPA 402-R-94-012, September 1994) w||||||e|l to describe methods
for selecting ground-water flow and contaminatgi{|J||p^jEt models.'^^lelltfe'ction process is
described in terms of matching the various sitejplil̂ |||]i||||s and prqifSses requiring modeling
and the availability, reliability, validity, andposts ofjiflJillSilli^S63 ^ia^: meet the modeling
needs. 4j|F! f

.^.jff ,j|F' ji*SB<f'"
Another report, Documentir|||gpround-^ater Modgfing at Sites Contaminated with

Radioactive Substances, (EPA 54|fjl?96-003jiWuary 106) provided a guide to determining
whether proper modeling prqtocjp were fo |̂|ijed, and|ltherefore, common modeling pitfalls
avoided. Thetoroblems weriiioietl in a revflUlilteite-specific modeling studies at hazardous-

.'^Ssi^TJ^ ^JjtSf.i^EjfSf^S-i-'f;:1,:-1!;1;;. Z^&^i'Xffiffiffi^'&W'

waste rer||ii|il|(|n sites .̂ 1S|||||: 1995). ̂ i|!|irlfiew cited problems in 1) misunderstanding of
the seleclillimlSiliil) imp^^ft'ilipjlication of boundary conditions and/or initial conditions, 3)

'Hi-t'SffilSiiiMiKes •WSIi-KS^^iflgjs, J ' '
misconceptffihliiiiSti.4) irnpfif€r|iSfflimstifiable estimation of input data, 5) lack of or

îpftlijf'pp^FlgpS;/ . Aî î ^> |̂̂ iir;̂ ;;||\ , A '
improper calibr'a |̂|||ffl5yerifica1|||||||Iimission of or insufficient sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis, and|si||liSililr|iietation ollslmulation results. Any of these errors could impact^ijjiji*. ~^-^^^s^xf-™&^^li ~"-%? J "
remedial j^iarisk dec1iiiniHffis,a guide to modelers, this report demonstrates a thorough

4i|lf , .̂̂ MNttsiilftslKlii ,. . . , .appro^p to documentin|]|m:|||i|;applications in a consistent manner. A proper documentation
of mjffeling results was ||uiiflo answer the following questions:

j:Wi''
:.:£.;••

Do thej|bjectives of the simulation correspond to the decision-making needs?
Are .Ijpffe sufficient data to characterize the site?

;;.gl|!s|p'modeler's conceptual approach consistent with the site's physical and
lpfemical processes?

! Can the model satisfy all the components in the conceptual model, and will it
provide the results necessary to satisfy the study's objectives?
Are the model's data, initial conditions, and boundary conditions identified and
consistent with geology and hydrology?
Are the conclusions consistent with the degree of uncertainty or sensitivity
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ascribed to the model study, and do these conclusions satisfy the modeler's
original objectives?

The approach recommended for evaluating models consists of three steps: (1)
determining one's objectives and data requirements for the project; (2) properly developing a
conceptual model for the site, which describes the physical and chemical system that must be
simulated; and (3) selecting and applying the model in a manner consistent with th^ibjectives
and the site's known physical characteristics and input variables. J:B JP^

c) The Office of Atmospheric Programs: See RAlp||!,case lSffl||i|Appendix C.

d) The Office of Mobile Sources (OMS): Jjf J|rr ^
l<ll;|; .̂ 1 '̂ '': l̂|B |̂̂ ^̂ ;i-l|||MF;''

OMS's model evaluation includes extensive stalelildeisiSview, increaseol^tti^S of
V!''i;'i'¥&^'='^\'l«-"-:F 'J-1-'a.;;fY='«i",1{t̂ 'i,̂ '

external peer review, and alpha- and beta- testing of mo'%|̂ |̂ ^fnt efforts have included using
the ATFERM guidance and the Agency's peer review polipllpillillpiducting more extensive
peer review and model evaluation. In addition, effortsifri' unal||̂ ||||determme '1 '
most efficient way possible to determine uncertainties jn:

3.1.2 Office of Solid Waste and Emer;|ell|SiliIioiise
;.Jff^>v" *<,;:i.^.^-!:;;vi};v~;lS5^3S^/.

,,;•£.•;•;;= ,^..r -^.'i^^tf&wfi-yf^^f.^.:.'

In 1989 OSWER undertook a study to exampne i!lli|p|i|'environment. OSWER staff
found more than 310 models in use in Jp hazardous wastellpffiSuperfund programs. Many of

; the earlier models were written in J|f Sfijan. Thepewer mojjsls, many written to run on
microcomputers, used a variety Q^pnguageagld tools. :5|pese models varied in their applications

.' and design. Efforts to verify, va||iate, andjiliffigt models were inconsistent with little overall
guidance aridjuser support.|||il|eiiftport conj|il̂ j|||ih three recommendations:

Initiatii|||jiijJ|tipnal Study, and Preparation of a Management Plan.

Task Ar|§||jj|||ejopmel|||||̂ i|ft.ance for Modeling.
,

ea 3: 'S|||||i||fe|.ent of User Support Network for HW/SF Modeling.

This|i|udy prompted OS||Ti]|r! leadership in the development of the subsequent Agency Report
ofjie Agency Task Forjp on Environmental Regulatory Modeling (EPA 500-R-94-001) and the

!Jf ance for Conductij|g External Peer Review of Environmental Regulatory Models (EPA 100-

|||||pii§|pition today has become even more complex with the advent of microcomputers
lneration languages that facilitate rapid development of computer programs.

However, most of the challenges that faced EPA when the OSWER modeling study was
undertaken still exist today. For example, the threat of legal challenge to the use of models for
regulatory applications continues.
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Recently, a Validation Strategy has been developed for the IEUBK model
(EPA/540/R-94-039). The approach emphasizes verification, validation and calibration as
previously established through the ATFERM report for environmental exposure models even
though the model is for blood lead levels in children rather than exposure assessment. It uses 4
components:

1. Scientific foundations of the model structure. Does the model adequately jlfi
represent the biological and physical mechanisms of the modeled system!^ Are, |pr

these mechanisms understood sufficiently to support modeling?
,iiiHli

2. Adequacy of parameter estimates. How extensive ajlfprobust are
used to estimate model parameters? Does the
require additional assumptions and approximations?

3. Verification. Are the mathematical relationships poMlilltlthe modelr r •%B<KfM|||fflStt!!;fe.
correctly translated into computer code? Are model input|l|̂ ili|l|i,numerical

0 .Jtif' '"'^StStti'SsitfSSk..errors? 4jr

4. Empirical comparisons. What are the oppoirt^^Ufgr compar|||iif|l!ween
model predictions and data, particularly undej|li0rld|l|!ttii:|der whicrfpe model
will be applied in assessments? Are modelpfedictiojp
with relevant experimental and observatijpal data|i|r

,4,,J?f Jfr m
OSWER believes that at least somej;|)||hese prjfjciples wojfld also work for model applications.

3.1.3 Office of Waten~~^K

TheJ|frlce of Scie^^g 'Techno^^pyin OW is not currently evaluating any
models lines oii|ftSji|ERM aclS|J|iee criteria. However, there are two models that
will proS^^^ |̂|ithroug1 î̂ ||̂ |.ireview process in the future. Aquatox, is being internally
evaluated ai8liMl1iih%.modei''lil[ilStteer reviewed using criteria like those in the ATFERM

"%!Si«liS.e:feB8S«sfc mB;.;Kp:fci8*Bf>s, °
report. After ffll|ali||!|ipleted de|||]||ipr!fht, CORMIX will also be peer reviewed.

Ajffiimer effbrliSffllelfeMew of the Basins version 2, an integrated package of a
jSJJF "SlSBfiisiBSisHSi, ° r °
hic informatiori4|p||||i|spatial and environmental data, customized analytical tools,

wateffned and receivingj||a||Fquality models, and model post processing to be used in analysis
ofgittersheds and prepaption of reports and records for Total Maximum Daily Loads. The
r.|npjw objectives do n<|l address evaluation of the models themselves. Long established models
|ffl|j(SPF and QUApSfe have been tested and peer reviewed in the past. However, past

may not be accessible (e.g., 1980 tests of HSPF that had 10 year record

3.1.4 Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances (OPPTS)

OPPT does not have a standard approach to model evaluation. Models have been largely
developed by consultants with variable evaluation practices. Also a score of different models are
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used in OPPT; they range from the trivial to the very complex and in each case the model
evaluation depends on its complexity. For example, recently a large consulting firm developed
a model to be used at OPP for the Acute Dietary Exposure Analyses and Risk Assessment. This
model produces a realistic calculation of dietary exposure and includes a Monte Carlo analysis
to estimate dietary exposure from potential residues of the total chemical residues in food. It also
uses a huge data base that conveys the food consumption habits in the USA. The primary
evaluation of the model was done following the Quality Assurance and Quality Conjrol
procedures of the vendor. A second in-house evaluation of the model has been qoflSucted
through peer review. Statisticians, managers, scientists, computer progj§mrnej|»ind outside
consultants evaluated the algorithms of the model to reach aji^nsensu^g^^e model is correct
and closely represents reality. However, no formal strnchilelllorm orSSlSfeUidation (i.e., a *«,J ^ J ,p*>f^:" ^^^jiimft^m^^,.. ?*%
mathematical validation) has been used on this particularlmodel. A fieM'vSiiialifea of this .if

>;fe :̂: î-Hpi:™" ^f;?f^f£f^;Mfe;p^^^ ..&$?

model is not possible because of lack of data. The modelvalidationl]|§rocessjlliSiKia^ilyji)flia
* •!*:*¥& ..î 5^ ':^S^^Pp^ f̂̂ ?^^<F

balance reached through a consensus among the partiesj|n|^lved|arid a constarfB^jljl^?1"
information between the vendors, the reviewers, and me]jjg|||jltimately, the Sclllli&'Ad-
visory Panel, an external peer review group mandated by'ffi|ii||li|al Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) is responsible for reviewing m ôl||p||||dels used by OPP.

3.1.5 Office of Research and Developme^^§RD):

OPvD has been involved in model ey^allSfiSoiS'lg^ll^develgpment in its support for the
National Program Offices and Regions. Qise Mstoriel'lniffiolleilef afuation (Appendix C)

*"^ SjiiBisi''' ,-^V '" '•^I-fe^jfR^^ij'^:^;^?^^;^1'' \ i A ' /

demonstrate a wide range of approachesfiom traditional ca^^pSh and validation (SHADE-
HSPF andRADM) to benchmarkin||ig|lh otherjflderal Apncies (MMSOILS). Model systems
are also being developed similar l^illP'plannjeyby OAQjfS (TRTM.FaTE). Peer review
mechanisms used in the case his||ftes incluji^ternal;rjfiew, review by EPA and non-EPA
(e.g., DOE) advisory comnj|$eej|fand jourj|l|i||ejĵ pew of articles.

1|||||||̂ ^ validaSonfin the Draft white paper "Model Validation for
Predictiv^^^^ |̂;-Assess'rri:§3p |̂|i^Appendix D) was prepared at the request of the Risk
Assessment Flfi|i|l|lhe prototM||||s||j|eloped from a design perspective to provide a
consistent basi|t||||jg|||||tion of l!i||||ei in performing its designated task reliably. A wide
variety of ejj|ftrKes |̂|||||||§sed tolnfbrm the decision rather than just the conventional test
with mjgftning the molf^^^p^p historical data (history matching). Therefore, the protocol
couldj||Sver the case whei^l^i^iictions make extrapolations from past observations into
subjlpQtially altered funip sfftiations. The protocol addressed three aspects:
1 intrinsic properties of the model;
fiSXA c r siif'K
2|j||he nature of the jppdictive task; and
llllifernagnitudg^lpiie risk of making a wrong decision.
lfi|||ĵ |||||dji|ti|i|SSbdels would differ in the level of evaluation possible. If the prediction task
wl||i||||J|iiire quantitative results of model performance could be evaluated, the risk of
makirig'I'wrong decision would be low. If the prediction task was novel where little previous
experience existed on the model's performance evidence would be more qualitative (e. g., peer
reviewer's opinions on the composition of the model), the risk would be higher.

The types of evidence supporting model evaluation were outlined and included:
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A) Structure - the conceptual basis (easier for established theories but hard to quantify
uncertainty) and the way in which the constituent model mechanisms (hypotheses) are expressed
mathematically and connected to one another;
B) Complexity in number of its state variables and parameters (e. g., ecological models of
environmental systems would have more hypotheses and it would be more difficult to detect a
failure in any one hypothesis or to predict its impact on the prediction);
C) Values of the parameters and the bands of uncertainty around them (related to the data
quality) and extent of the observations;
D) Sensitivity of the outputs of the model to changes in assigned values of each parameter; and
E) History matching with field data which can include quantitative evaluation of jjpflel
performance if criteria for success are provided.

In modeling supporting regulatory uses, the
model as a tool for prediction. This emphasizes the persjpjpfive of the
tests the null hypothesis that the model adequately represented the jrfleess
to be otherwise. The sum of the evidence would be usei^hpwevejf methods
of evidence are needed. Unfortunately the term of the nti||ffMlfyledgeable advocliltrthe Risk
Assessment Forum ended before action was taken and tft|i)Ii|||g|embers did not pursue the

Si:i:>»S)SaK:Sa,.

In summary, the various National Prograffiillffiiesiand the (HI§liSi Research and
«' y ^•<!^£5%;^;f:^^;i;ii:;^2^^jj|:-;j ,̂yj;. 'tj--p?;;i;^ '

Development vary in their approach and pra||plf m^m||j|lpjs|aluatiQ||?as well as in the types of
models they use. In our review of prograr^ffiformaMp^^^p^|||l^aluation case histories
(Appendix C) we noted that models areJlBcommggjJore di|̂ ||||lirlging from site specific to
regional in scale; from single contamk||nt and pjinway to JfSiti-pathway and multi-contaminant
in operational scope; and from esti.r||fmg sirnpje exposurJfresults to providing complex risk
assessments or comparisons of n||pigemen||c||tions ins||jnction. They are also more complex as
"model systems" are being jieyejfped withj||||̂ oH|en|Srhodules and even algorithms that will be
uniquely asfp|bled onl)ĵ ii||fcie of app|||S||pi€nter-agency efforts are also more involved
in evalug|̂ ||}i|̂ electfo1||||||pj:els in shafi§projects. This situation varies from 1993 when
the ATFES |̂̂ î|̂ port wSp^^^which defined environmental models in terms of fate and
transport, esSS|p®SifCcontartli|ttftBiS^ntrations in soil, groundwater, surface water, and

'feî -^&a^safe;')"' •',',:•&**. •-=»;:.s^wls'̂ jiSsî l'-'Si/iiisSs-? *~ J

ambient air in <

4 . 0 F O R S P C INTERACTION WITH CREM
4.1j||ptions Consideredlby the Working Group

||iilnothing. Thi|||ption implies that the current peer review policy, i.e., the SPC (Section III,
l|iIiliM;,repQr,t|iiiEerenced in the SPC Peer Review Handbook (USEPA, 1998), would remain
î̂ ^ î̂ î ^^^^^ '̂S î;:̂ 1 V ' J

th"H|SHii:ii|fll(iisions on model evaluation. This guidance recommends external peer review:''^^?i^-^fi^^i^^y%^f^' .
wmihliiiiffiffis to be defined as to it precise nature but would have to have some objective
standards/criteria; furthermore, the ATFERM MAC would have to be sorted out as to their
appropriateness/present utility for external peer review. Which leads us back to the need for
generally acceptable MAC for the Agency and to the repeated recommendations of the SAB for a
mechanism such as CREM to address Agency models.
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2. Establish the CREM and have them responsible for reviewing "environmental" models for
acceptability in regulatory use (e.g., policy, regulatory assesment. environmental decision
making) and list acceptable models as proposed in the ATFERM report using criteria as listed in
the ATFERM report or a revision of the criteria. The CREM would implement the model
evaluation process and upgrade the model information system. This could be accomplished
through either the models website or a clearinghouse library that provides information on how
models satisfy the model acceptability criteria and access to the models. Model use
acceptability criteria as listed in the ATFERM report or a revision of the criteria, addressing
changes in model evaluation practices and the increased complexity andrange o|ffi5dels in use
across the Agency, would be used as the standards for information repoj|mg. JErlheric criteria
with specific programmatic refinements (e.g., quantitative ^liments),:,(|iill^e*^envisioned.

Jfiir ,sir
3. Leave decisions on regulatory use to program managers (who projvJide sp"iG|iliftfens likely
quantitative criteria) and their technical staff but requirg^igcessibleififormatioll^^ the
model acceptance criteria. Again, this could be accompf||S;6dHtKrbugh either the'ttliltl|lwebsite
" - - . -—. - . A- ————-— ——.._..__._... - - L*f i ;̂̂ |H* '̂̂ ;̂̂ i'''1'1 '"'-ft^?^^'-'*

or a clearinghouse library that provides information and:i||e||p||fejhe models. Model
acceptability criteria as listed in the ATFERM report, or j|jfi|||i||||f the criteria, addressing
changes in model evaluation practices and the increase||!cbmpvî ||igft|:Tange of models in use
across the Agency, would be used as the standards for informatiSffiirilio'rlmg. Revision of the& J "ATFERM model acceptance criteria would be ajdd|||||(|jthrough a*f>||||p%valuation (e.g.,
development evaluation with qualitative crite|J||feit̂ pJ|||tion withjpiantitative criteria related
to regulatory application) and analysis of the most apJfll||S|̂ l]^in4?^^Peer review to apply to

* , 1 . 1 Jrt?" ^-^ ''%;>;̂ S;f::̂ H^^P '̂rmodel development and use. j|f" ,|p:" ';'lS|jlffjiP'"''

4.2 Working Group Recommer§|aliBns Jf J

. . . * .---- , . - . -
white pap,je |̂rj||p recom|||||||||ij;p»mbination of options 2 and 3. Decisions on

regulator̂ |||̂ |modelsj||||||*||̂  left to pT||:g|pif 'managers recognizing model acceptability is
related fSSifcllttific use, "SiileliSiiithe Science Policy Council should engage in direct

'̂ l̂i%-^^-|y^^-^^. "̂ •;̂ '0 r̂;:i :̂ip;:g;™;|i. ^ w *— '

interaction wJillliaiiBREM td'prtiBSMllipdated general guidelines on model acceptance criteria to
•^MgJ^:);^;^!i'Si:v;:^^.. ~]<^ ' ^•$f£-£$$%s$%>xZf'to$,

maintain consitt||i§|||ross the A^ffiiclipr he program managers should respond to the updated
general guidelp||j|l|gi|||.acceptl|p' by developing specifications related to the model types
and use in|̂ teir progrl||l̂ |i;g5suring model information responding to the criteria is accessible.
Mode|jpKeptance critei(i||||||pp define general acceptability for model developers as well as
assisjipsers to select and||p|pi:rnodels appropriately. The CREM should provide feedback to
Agj|ncy senior managenlfht on consistency in response to the general guidance after periodic

of selected models.
,:::|if

|i|r' 5- POSSIBLE FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS
Model Evaluation

Considering that the Agency's regulatory actions are often challenged, the model
acceptance criteria need to reflect the "state of the art" in model evaluation. The criteria also
need to be incorporated into an Agency-wide strategy for model evaluation that can
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accommodate differences between model types and their uses. As discussed in Section 3.1.5, a
protocol was developed for the RAF to provide a consistent basis for evaluation of a model's
ability to perform its designated task reliably (see Appendix D). The protocol offers flexibility
by proposing a wide variety of evidence to support the decision and covered even situations
lacking field and laboratory data. The protocol also includes the nature of the predictive task and
the magnitude of the risk of making a wrong decision as context for evaluating the intrinsic
properties of the model. Because the evaluation process results in a choice of whether or not to
use a model as a tool for prediction, the perspective of the quality of the decision is emphasized.
Also the protocol accepts the null hypothesis that the model adequately represents the modeled
process until shown to be otherwise which is consistent with current thinking. Thjflprotocol is a
good place to start, however, its terminology needs to be updated. a|||, Jp'

5.1.1 Requirements for a "State of the Art" Evaluatili||i||gss
' $ -;:y.v;̂ SJ; v.1;; SK illl; J;S!\;;!: 't,

a) Changes in the concept of model validation
™ .•:;:^̂ ii'$;̂ ;l̂ $'̂ ;̂ ?£i;-J

Over the past 10 years previous model validati|)ji§%)p'f̂ |||J||i|aye been recognized as
unsatisfactory. It is no longer accepted that models can be vali(Ja||f||l!|j||fined by ASTM
standard E 978-84 (e.g., comparison of model re^pHH^^^numericS^^^Sependently derived
from experience or observation of the environm^fipllliilen considelSf'to be "true". The

~ .̂ i'i -['£&:-!; •"" ^#;8!£;?£p;?i?:̂ ;£l&if 15 .:^J.iP"

discussions supporting the idea that modelf Egould nc|iib8!||||l|ted (Ipnikow and Bredehoeft
1992, Oreskes et al. 1994), focused on hy|lfologica|modM-SS^I^iich independent data sets
were available for a test in the sense ofifpis definiftbn. Ho^lSerf one, or even more, successful
tests using particular data sets doesaj|i||nean thft: a model||an make reliable predictions for
unknown future conditions. ASTJ||las updaj|§ its definition to: "a test of the model with
known input and output informa||ph that isj|sed to assps that the calibration parameters are
accurate withput further "'

llilf^ have varied between environmental and ecological
modelers. Irf:-ê ||||g||;indeperilei|;5i[|i||||ts that might provide such tests have been less often
available becau||||l|||l|so/ecosy|tS||mave frequently been constructed as a synthesis of all
available ir̂ p|iiiaiiorf||||||p||the inafeiuty to validate models, in the sense of them being
consider̂ !!%s absolutelplmlpi!as,been at least tacitly accepted in this area for some time. A

,!&&& ««; S^p--ite!-v.-.,ijr;r<;̂ :| *-•;;;-, jijiij, J JC

currenlpipproach is to re|j|Ilielpa1idation, as though it were an endpoint that a model could
achjjjffe, with model evaluation as a process that examines each of the different elements of
th||$y, mathematical cqffiistruction, software construction, calibration and testing with data.

l|b) The J^apre of Uncertainties in Model Evaluation
;*|fl|i|i|(j|||F:aluation must address both qualitative and quantitative uncertainties (Beck et al.
199'lili^ulSifative uncertainty arises in the matching of the model's structure to the environmental
component addressed in the regulatory task. Structure is the way the constituent components or
hypotheses are expressed mathematically and connected. Each hypothesis can be judged untenable
if incompatible observations are found. Finding invalid components or connections is more difficult
in complex models. Evaluation of the key model components and their redundancy can help us
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discriminate between a match and a mis-match in qualitative observed behavior and the model
structure. However, it is difficult to quantify the results in predictions from structural errors.

Quantitative uncertainty occurs in values assigned to model coefficients (parameterization)
and is related to the amount and quality of relevant data (e.g., variation of contaminant concentration
in time and space) available. Matching of the model's predictions (performance) to past
observations, even when reasonable agreement is found, can mask real uncertainty in the model's
approximation of the environment's behavior. Overly high estimates of one parameter can mask, or
compensate for, an overly low estimate in another. So evaluation of the uncertaint||in calibration
of the parameters should be quantified (e.g., variances and covariances .of parameter estimates or
bands of uncertainty) to support model selection (e.g., match the regul||o|ysjpi; alternatives to a
model only in areas where they are maximally insensitive,il&the toSi'ifpiiirlcertainties). Thus a

J :;iS î-;M;'t̂ : "1:I:̂ M":;P^?^^^P%.

strategy can be developed identifying what objective evjjflle'e needs ||||̂ ffi|i|:Ldered in modit
evaluation and how to represent the weight of evidence irfine model's^ccef^^^tije to perjpm
its designated task. ll ;Jr

Illfc,,,,!!̂ ''
The academic overview of model evaluation abov!e|||i|||gr, does not address all problems

that occur in the site specific application phase. The Aĝ ic|f||||||m. managers need to evaluate
model outputs or predictions to identify erroneous and?|lricertail||||u|||||rorn improper input data,
improper boundary condition specification, unjustified, adjustm^^^^ffl|del inputs as well as
violations of model assumptions and exercisi.n:f||j|||!i|J||imodel oil||d|Pi!s proper domain and
application niche (EPA-SAB-EEC-LTR-93-ftli|Pf'l||sipllll;, W

•*••*• V ,;*MJ¥':V'' ' -;v;;K::-;:--iv:v:!-<^1.^V^--^;: '. s t i f f

5.1.2 Strategy for Defining Uncertainly in Mglll Elem|||pP'"

While there is no clear anj|f|inlversal||jlpplied deiinition of the model evaluation process,
there is considerable overlay bjjpeen suggl^ed^jtllflfigies and their working definitions. For
example, th||e is repeatejt|l|||j| f model elf||la|l|i|ilelements despite considerable differences in
model tyj||sj;filpapplicali||ftl|iia||ailable evaftaWn techniques. This informal consensus provides
the poterilî l̂ |||]||̂ acterizi:̂ G§|̂ ||ievaluationby analyzing and defining the following elements:
A. Uncertain |̂l||i||ii|heory o'Sl^^g^model is based.
B. Uncertainty^li|̂ |i|ing medi3|||0o mathematical representation.
C. Uncei^ilylnrlffiSiii|flo^i,into computer code.

Îjjp!* J 'TOpBSSfKiiitaj,,
D. Undpfiainty in assignjg||̂ pmeter values and model calibration.
E. liicertainty in modelitieslif'IP jji "

iiiillt This aPProac||p6uld be used to identify those elements that must rely on peer review; those
|||||||)uld use (jU:|ptitative measures (e.g., decision maker specifies the acceptable agreement in
l||||p|||̂ 'i||W||pcisions between distributions of model outputs and data from field sampling); and
tflS||||i!||i||iiuid be assessed by an agency panel (e.g., users, stakeholders, and program staff to
address effectiveness and accessibility of computer code). Whereas modelers and scientists familiar
with a model tend to focus on improving particular elements of uncertainty, the EPA requires a
comprehensive and consistent basis for evaluating if a model performs its designated task reliably.
This approach also offers the potential of a comprehensive integration of the different model
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evaluation components into a framework for judging what constitutes a valid model in a specific
situation rather than the judgement itself (left to the program managers). A wide body of evidence
needs to be included in such a process because no evidence is above dispute, even "objective"
measures of performance depend on some subj activity in the chosen level of an acceptable difference
between a pair of numbers (quantitative criteria relevant to the program).

Our synthesis (see Table 1) focuses on the ASTM D978-92 process description of model
evaluation (but not definition), the RAF protocol discussed as a starting point (similar to discussions
in Beck et al 1997 and Rykiel 1996), and the ATFERM model acceptance criteria quejfions. ASTM
describes model evaluation in terms of seven processes: conceptualization, progjfffi examination,
algorithm examination, data evaluation, sensitivity analysis, validation, al|||̂ d.||comparison as well
as documentation and availability. In the academic literature.spjjje auth!|||il||K|pcused on different
statistics that might be used in model evaluation such as cal||f atibns for ||||gui||Jt||pes of variablffs
and for use at different stages in the model evaluation pjpess. How,eyer, njii!||ii|||iye protoflls
have emerged on when or how these statistics shouldfl| used. ;f|iplie RAF p̂ |||)||i|i|0n|lll:brs :
structure, complexity in number of its state variables anllpa^amejters, values of ml||;|||l|̂ lers and
the bands of uncertainty around them, sensitivity of the ot̂ ||||||he model to change! m assigned
values of each parameter, and history matching with fie||||SI||S ĥich can include quantitative
evaluation if criteria for success are provided to evaluat̂ p6delfi||î |St|lance. The ATFERM report
suggests four ways to evaluate and rank reliability of models: (l|'l|pr||p|||eness, (2) accessibility,
(3) reliability and (4) usability and lists questions!:toj|̂ iii|ked unders|||li|̂ lding but provides no
specifications for answering them. .rliilliiliiirils;: Vff|P?:f
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TABLE 1 The ASTM E978-92, RAF Protocol, and ATFERM report each identify some of the same
issues in model evaluation giving them different names. Nomenclature used in ASTM E978-92, left
column, is compared with the other two reports in the next two columns, respectively.

ASTM E 978-92

(A3) Model
Conceptualization

(A, B) Program Examination

(B,C) Algorithm
Examination

(C, D) Data Evaluation

(D) Sensitivity Analysis

(E) Validation

(E) Code Comparison withMhJ"
similar models ; ' ; : : : •

Model Documentation
. .._ . ........ .,.. .^,. ..- . -:

Model Availability

r ..&^^*^M£Mii!h>.
\^S -. [-. -" : V: -'-,; v, -i. .. ̂ i,,. J ;,-,',:: V^,.?^

-'•-.\ ; ;>• ' • • ; ; ' ; l=i '•-'. ••••-. i-r-i^'l •
'.'. , '•'.'• ' - " V; j;;'4:i";k /i'-i'T";!.; is:

...is* -ijisi -mm'
r- ,.:*!? .•*$ •;•?M:s:ic :.:.&

.•(§11 Jf'

3fe||:p;;( ,,:.j';p

iiiiiiaiiii:;:;s :̂*:'«ilP"'''

RAF Protocol

Structure & Composition
(5.1. li)1

Task Specification (5.1.3)
Decision Risk (S.liii)

Mathematical Expression ofi »;».

hypotheses & Complexity! p|>
(s.i.iii) |pr"
Parameterization, number &
uncertainty (5 . 1 . 1 iii, iv|fv;:& JjJ

vi)

Parameter Sensitivities^' 'igl
(S.l.lvii) ^ ; ; ;:

Performance -.,§equeri.c|,.pf
errors; paired/unpaired tests;
calibrationj'predictiori "t i i^SIfe
uncertainty (5.1 .2 ,i-v) -

••;A::;' '':A's ' :~.:..£i,^.\,^'*

.^:;i:;:':;;i.:'l:::rl' ^.. ,.':••'.' . :.'.-'.:

;:|.;y : ;:;4:^i; . ;• ^; ;!r

i •::^!i,^.:K'-i'^',,f'
. • . ; • : ! : ; : . . ' ; .::.-•.. i.-i'ri'!-'

^Sjil::::::-.
'i?Hi:p;B:S'!:^:;i:p=:>

'>

ATFERM

(3a)2 Theoretical basis peer
reviewed?

(la) Application niche?
.i|ES>Questions answjlred?

(3b)::Sif||)r|lmn & code peer
revilgp^pu) code. _;i'i:sSiiE||||p!|i||f|,,. ,,te
venficatiori«Si!ik 4P

.. : .vv^< •""^r-^:^^r^:K:^i:^ «VW

.4fB;r '';i|illlSS!l'3fe ,̂ ...:aP;!i
* o./"! i ctfi&f~tii 'QT** '?rt ojifci'^--^'-!. i..,;"-**^^-.1 -rU I aucu Ual6'i-tIaLa.^?^^:^ss^*

• :.';\'' ' ^ ^s;^i«i -^'^^^^-s^^H^- ::j?/ ••« i * i * , o 1"^¥^:*5W&S;s:-3^grfiS^sffi:j.1sf1''Availability?
''lllll?''

•:^ = vi:^'i';'it.

(lb) Strengths, weaknesses,
& applicability relative to
application niche?

j;(3defg) testing against field
data? user acceptability?
Accuracy, precision & bias?
Code performance?

(3 c) Verification testing
against accepted models?

(4b) Full documentation?

(2a) Accessibility? Cost?

(4a) code structure and
internal documentation?

(4c) user support?

(4egh) pre- & post-
processors? required
resources?

?i||l||||g;|j||Spond to those in the Appendix C protocol and 1994 ATFERM Report EPA 500-R-94-001 questions,
respeclvelyr The letters correspond to the steps in Part II of the strategy described below.
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The generic guidelines for model evaluation (e.g., ATFERM and ASTM guidelines above)
are constructed as a series of questions (e.g., "How well does the model code perform in terms of
accuracy, bias and precision?"). They do not set explicit specifications that a model must reach
before it is suitable for application (e.g., two or more simulations with acceptable quantitative results
over a defined range of scenarios). In an integrated assessment of model uncertainty it is important
that explicit specifications should be set by program managers for each element of uncertainty (both
qualitative and quantitative specifications). This would allow flexibility to cover variation in the
overall approach, complexity, and the purpose of models used by EPA that may influence the
development of such specifications. .,,

The workgroup's recommendation is to be consistent and use the SPjl*clefinition of
uncertainty in the sense of "lack of knowledge about specific factors;;|||^effi0ilhts), parameters
(data), or models (structure)" (EPA/630/R-97/001, 1997 page^S) in categories and
specify how it is to be assessed. It is recommended that thelstrategy inlliilftiiliiree parts: MS-

a) Part I. Defining the Objectives fbrlhe Model
This part would describe the required task for the modelnts application ni£hefiATFERM

l.a), and the precise type of use that is required, (e.g., exacjiyjjhdw^it is envisaged that the model
would be used in management and/or regulatory tasks and decisionMaking). This part is essential
to set the stage for providing detailed answers in Part TI which ;jir||;i|m:|Should lead to Part III, a
comprehensive evaluation of model uncertainty. Insome instances coin^exiopnceptual models have
been built over years of investigative science 1;haf|S|e Been combine|̂ ith predictive modeling.
In other cases new conceptual models must te'*leveiop'e1l-a§,very new problems arise and both
researchers and program managers may use asimple approachm:prediction. Neither complexity nor
simplicity can be judged as "correct", ,£oth mayjiave theirjplacet and we require standards for
evaluating both. Also, different types^fmodels have very different types of output. A particularly
important distinction is between models that have one or more of their major outputs continuously
(or at least regularly) measured contrasted with models that do not. In the first case, there may be
a useful measure against which taevaluatejhejifiodejl,: while in the later case, evaluation may have
to be indirect and using a range of differenffrieasulements.

b) Part II. Analysis of Model Uncertainty
The following elements are suggested for evaluating model uncertainty.
A. Uncertainty in "the,theoryon which the model is based.

An appr6pria|e;fhebry must underlie the model. Alternative theories must have been
considered :ah|:fejected on scientific grounds, and a procedure must be specified for
the conditibns when new findings will either influence model structure or cause the
development of a new model. Assessing this element of model uncertainty seems
most .likely to involve peer review and it should be specified how this can be done,

K|sgi|mdividual reviewers, panels, workshops, and the charters specifying the output
llffrBm peer review must be explicit. Peer review must also take into account the
Wiii';.?-11' •*• A

nature of the task, i.e., that the theory used is relevant to the task.
It is quite likely that different programs of the Agency would place different
emphasis on this aspect of uncertainty. For some ecological and environmental
systems there is little difference between scientists in views about underlying theory
(though there may be substantial differences in how to measure them), in others
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theoretical differences are important. This corresponds to 3a of ATFERM MAC and
Protocol 5.1.1 (i) Structure.

B. Uncertainty in translating theory into mathematical representation.
Alternative mathematical representations of particular functions must be discussed
and quantitative evidence given to back particular decisions. Important choices are
sometimes influenced by the desire to make a model run more quickly: these must
be specified. The origin of values for model parameters must be defined and how
they were obtained must be described. Assessment guidelines should specify which
tasks should be undertaken by peer review and which require ,a:ftriore detailed
approach than peer review can provide, and how thatlivvill helachieved. This
corresponds to Protocol 5.1.1 (ii), (iii),and (iv)j and the firlf|arjPof 3b of ATFERM
MAC although not with the same emphasis ̂ nrpeer review3|||l|!K

C. Uncertainty in transcription into computer code. :. rfiF l!»H|i|||i||s .Jff
This stage is required to verify there areArio programming err(3r|i;|ej!g1||lpat the
scientific algorithms are properly embedded^fhat cdde meets QA/QG:|pecirications,
is adequately documented and passes performance tests (e.g. stress tests - NIST
Special Publication 500-234). Guidelines musti^pecify how, and by whom, this
would be done and if not done by Agency personnel, provide for acquiring the test
and documentation records. It may.,, also be necessary^tojspecify programming
languages. This corresponds to the "secondpart of 3ti of ATFERM MAC and 4a
through 4h. ^I^-'^W^M^.--. • ' : ; >

D. Uncertainty in model calibration. Jr :li tKi^li i ; ; ; ; i ,
There are three aspects:,t|;!" Jj? :^ms*'
(a) uncertainty in the data used: in calibration. This should cover everything from
numbers of variables to measurements and sampling intensity.

: (b) uncertainty in the techniques employed in the calibration procedure. This should
:. •; cover the use of different optimization techniques and requirements for their
.- . ' - : ; ' : ; . . implementation. /

(c) uncertainty in the parameters obtained. Of course these uncertainties are the
result of many of the previous uncertainties. But there should be explicit assessment

:i:|i:of parameter ranges. '-'.>'
: d;u Guidelines for Assessment of these uncertainties should specify what are satisfactory

P sources of data'arid sets of calibration procedures. There are likely to be substantial
differences between areas of modeling in the assessment of calibration uncertainty.
But mistype of uncertainty is likely to be an important focus of any external critique
and sc-pshould be addressed specifically. ATFERM MAC 3c through 3g refer to

Ip^ sqmi'bf these points but does not make the distinction between calibration and
Sensitivity Analysis should be contained under this type of uncertainty

it shows the range of potential outputs from the model under different types
and/or levels of assumptions, e.g., Protocol 5.1.1 (vii).

E. Uncertainty in model tests.
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As with uncertainty in model calibration there are three aspects:
(a) uncertainty in the data used in making a test,
(b) the range of statistics to use in any assessment, and
(c) uncertainty in how a test will be actually made, (e.g., how is a difference between
a calibration and a test to be assessed?)
Protocol 5.1.2 gives examples of particular types of tests, (e.g., unpaired and paired
tests). However, the types of tests that can and should be used are perhaps the most
variable thing between different types of models, at least at presenl'and they are
likely to remain items for considerable research for example, ,thi*value of using

J .ii£:vfe<;>V ,̂ >£ii;"'

multiple assessment criteria rather than just one, and how||E;n]]|i.l|ptriteria assessment
can be represented.

c) Part III. The Overall Assessment
This part should refer back to the purpose of the ni|del devjf opment. D6!el||in|liMilo the

required task? The issue is raised in the Protocol of the|p|a |̂|p[e of the risk in :nfailrfg;(va wrong
decision, see Protocol 5.1.3. Applications of the mdS|l|j|||̂ |i:de "tests" of its strengths and
weaknesses. If adequate documentation is recorded, prqgfaliii||a|i||yaluations can be conducted
to identify areas needing corrective action (e.g., Lee etftl, 19¥I|||s||||sgd on p.14). Some of the
National Program Offices have developed guideliri||.lfor model!l|||||l|t|an for their regulatory
applications and these provide examples of thelyJiislllllle^ificationlliS^should be expected for
each element of uncertainty. For example,,J|pl|̂ l[ |̂|i|yeloped,5pc'bnsistent practice for air
quality models to assure the best model is used corregllyillMfSfltirjgjIlatory application (Guideline
on Air quality models 40 CFRCh. 1 pt. ||fApp.^f-l-9"7§i|p|l§fistion3 criteria are presented for
EPA' s evaluation of new models including quantit|live speci|ipttS)ns for equivalency of new models
(e.g., demonstrated by producing mSriium coj|£entratiorijpredictions within 2 percent of estimates
from preferred models). Current||l"best estimates" profiled by modelers are used (Section 10)
noting that errors in the magiu^ucff pf the higĵ s|:estjrn;a|el concentration occurring sometime within
an area of l|f|c> 40 percen|;;|t|iJi||Lcally foun|;;|||fffieeptable because they are within the factor-of-
two accurlfplife, •4l:ii;|iSiisri ' - ~mm»sf

"::il;8:K

5.1.3 HandliriffiB ifllifative Urieeiiiinir'Issues in Peer Review
"'̂ •!,~ :̂;,̂ p.;.'iBî ;vl.. î̂ vi'̂ :;;;̂ :̂?''*'

Altĥ g1l|3e'l|||||||||ft:s meriftohed as a touchstone in the model evaluation process by both
the ATFjjpiiSM report afil|:J||iiii||l. (1997), difficulties of applying effective peer review should not
be undjpfestimated. FirsflHtidlf .evaluation must be conducted for the range of processes from model
con|Ifuction through to ffie regulatory use of its outputs. For each process different peers may be
apjpppriate. Because p||he technical nature of model construction, there is a tendency to focus on
rUliifel constructors asffne principal, if not the only peer reviewers. This can emphasize a journal
|l!l!!Jj|eer review,.approach which may be necessary but is not sufficient according to the Peer

Second, peer review can rarely make a comprehensive analysis of a model including the
technical aspects of its implementation. For example, an essential part of a model code verification
includes a line by line analysis of computer code which is not a task that a peer reviewer, in the
traditional sense, is able to complete. These particular difficulties, when combined with the general
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difficulties known to exist with peer review such as apparent subjectivity in qualitative areas (e.g.,
van Vallen and Pitelka 1974, Peters and Ceci 1982, Cichetti 1991), mean that we can not rest on peer
review as though it were a gold standard. Peer review can be useful for some functions but is
inadequate for others, such as model code development and the analysis of practical questions about
the use of models in a regulatory framework unless the term, "peers", is defined more broadly than
has been the tradition. For example, the questions in the peer review charter could address specific
model evaluation records such as code verification (if general guidance on the necessary records was
provided) and ask reviewers if the evaluation was adequate (see p. 29). The peer review panel would
need to be constructed to contain appropriate expertise in this area. .,„

For it to be an effective part of model evaluation, guidelines i;e|S||qi|i developed for the
types of peer review that should be applied to the different c|lfi|Hi)nenti: l̂|ili|̂ |ainty and precisely
how these should be used by the Agency in its three pa^psessment,^p|fe |̂|S^ons are needid
when peer review is used in the analysis of particular elements. The.tfpe of p'iflilJlllK^sed^ijfflght
range from letter reviews by individual researchers, intefiial or external to the^;'a(|;te|S||i|pj|gviding
individual opinions to panels of scientists, managers a||||elidjllisers of model outf uflSmaking a
comprehensive analysis of model development and use. !:;!Sup||[;||ng the technical specifications to
reviewers for them to use in assessing particular elements^! lifiSerlliilty would be an innovation for

.̂ î ;;;-'1 "*,;.:=- !r.ri'":";i:fviK:'::;isV.n/,'

review of models but it is similar to the technical standffds use1|:i|||||||u|icript review.

5.1.4 Additional Support Work Needed illSft'*
Research is increasing in the devjslopment4c|f feshlij|i|i| ;i|ppropriate for analysis of the

different elements of uncertainty. These,|gchniques!ould a1l|||Ip6r become particularly important
in, specific types of model developmgdiland application. §.|rne research and development work is
needed to support these recommenffaiiiins: Jiff iff

a) Analysis of Uncertainly JiflL ,..„,&''
f. .:!&*.. W <19SJSiS;|sK*:E«5*ft!ffi:<:H:

ThjlBalysis of vp||p||iij||y provi4|f||lf fusing strategy for model evaluation across the
n^^^HlliyProgfl^mi^-and Regfonf of the Agency. However, uncertainty is used in

many groufff ||||||f|tfists, e.gl|||||f|§ejj:heorists, statisticians, resource managers and risk analysts.
A review neeHslSSiiiflnade oflliilSu'ses*,-- if only to document where we may stand relative to

'-'•::$£$ ĵ /?;;̂ ;::y:
;;iS:.̂ :;--;, ^ij; ii.s^q .̂y'.K ;; ;;"KO "̂

others. Memodj!||iqi|||ifying an1|}|||tnDining measures of model uncertainties (e.g., to quantify
the result|fii||lpfed'ieitlri||||i|m structural errors) need to be developed along with modes of
presentaj^i to assist cfe|i|̂ ^pkers in interpreting uncertainty in the context of regulatory use.

.Jjl'b) Model Inventorjf |!r

Jiff A more comprejlnsive inventory of the types of models actually used in EPA is needed.
|||||an inventory migift be undertaken by program offices and OKD and incorporated into the
||||]|i|ation SysterrjgJInventory proposed by the Office of Information Resources Management's

Management Division to comply with A130. From the last inventory in
by ORD the types of models to be covered are presented in Appendix F.

c) Multi-media and Multi-contaminant Model Evaluation
Multi-media and multi-contaminant models composed of modules grouped together in

different ways to answer specific questions pose a complex problem for model evaluation. Have the
modules been evaluated for all possible conditions under which they may be used? Should they be?
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d) Comparability of Evaluation Standards Between Models
The issue of tailoring the specifications for evaluation to the model's phase of development,

complexity, and the types of model structure, needs to be analyzed. Frequently an environmental
problem can be pressing, yet there is little information (data) about it. Models maybe one of the few
ways of analyzing and estimating effects. Obtaining an approximate estimate of an environmental
process with an initial model may be an important contribution (see EPAMMM case history in
Appendix C). However, there may not be a clearly defined assessment procedure for the model,
particularly in comparison to more well established models. How can differences in the
specifications of model evaluation be justified and how can an effective model development and its
evaluation procedure, be charted through such stages? &., ^jjf'

6. QUESTIONS POSED BY THE COORD|jjlilNG OOlIf"*1'

1. How do the issues of Peer Review (extern al/:ii|erna|pand QA/QCel|I|tt||ipf relate
to acceptability determination? •'! iJIftlSSjS' ^Qip^
Models are important tools supporting EPA's effortllrtfliiSklAssessment and Management.

a . ]P;'^'' '̂ •'••S '̂̂ 'l-.̂ '̂ ; :~
To the extent that models erroneously estimate conditions, Elilllllbllld, make costly mistakes in
related decision making. Therefore, models are covered by both ̂ l||ffl|l;||egr review requirements.

4lSll8Siiit|, '''IliHS"'"
;i?r

According to the Science Policy Ciftncil Pep||;||l|%i;Har||look, (EPA 100-B-98-001)
models generally should be peer reviewedj|nd the Ay EF^g^tflP for Conducting External Peer
Review of Environmental Regulatory Mpdels hasiff en incojpllafe'd in the handbook (EPA 100-B-
94-001). Peer review provides an exipffand independent tbjjd party review that cannot be provided
by stakeholder or peer involverffiiaf "and pjplic comment. However, peer and stakeholder
involvement provide valuable a<|fpe and feidjack tpjffidel developers to assure a usable product
(e.g., advisory panels and jp|ks||ops). In^gjISffjI/'s Quality Assurance Division conducted an
evaluatioj||!ij!||p^em EPA'i|>ee|iieview procedures and found that few of the over
300 interli|g|||||j||ed thev|!|it|Q|||:)ri model peer review. Most, of the few who were aware of the
guidance, we|fl|||f|ar about w|(a||||||xpected in implementing it and apparently had no incentive
to do so becau§i|||j;||̂ |||'gnly guld|i|i|j| |r

..JpHe American I||(:i|§ffi(p;andard "Specifications and Guidelines for Quality Systems for
EnvkfjpSrnental Data ColliclfSInd Environmental Technology Programs" (ANSI/ASQ, 1994) cited
in Jlptract and assistancSagfeement regulations and incorporated in the revised EPA Order 5360.1
Cjllrl and QA manuaL§360.1, specifies QA requirements applicable to models. The scope of the
Hill!? applicabilitv^includes "the use of environmental data collected for other purposes or from
||h||||Q,urces (aJs|Ssiermed secondary data), including ... from computerized data bases and
i!ii||||i.̂ |||||i|ems, results from computerized or mathematical models...". Proj ect level planning,
iriT||||i|||ipiSh and assessment are addressed to assure data, whether collected or existing, "are of
sufficient quantity and adequate quality for their intended use". Implementation requirements
include data processing to be performed in accordance with approved instructions, methods and
procedures. Also required are evaluation of new or revised software including that used for
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"modeling of environmental processes" and documentation of limitations on use of data (e.g., model
output data).

Implementation by the SPC of the ATFERM' s recommendations for the Agency to provide
guidance on model selection using model acceptance criteria and information from a "Model
Information System" would help to clarify what model evaluation records are needed (e.g., code
verification, testing results, model selection and the application process). The model evaluation
strategy proposed above could provide a process tailored to the nature of the predictive task to be
performed and the magnitude of the risk of making a wrong decision consistent with exisitng QA
guidance. It could also clarify the complementary roles of QA and peer review ,||sks in model
evaluation and the basis for guidance on QA Project Plans for model deyelppmentjlnd application.

The Agency's Peer Review Handbook includes ui|S ĉnatefiip|||||||eer reviewers: trj.e
charge, the work product, "associated background materiaijland "whatJ|S |̂|̂ |̂jpomplete thin-
task". Other useful material can include "a bibliograpr||and/or an^p^ticul^ij^fent scjejiii'fic
articles from the literature". This leaves unclear whatllgecific records are nee1||ffffi||<Sfe|uately
answer questions on model elements (EP A100-B-94-00||K|t|g|i;VI) like: "What crl|llwere used
to assess the model performance?", "What databases werdtis||||Gij;|i-ovide an adequate test?", "What
were key assumptions and the model's sensitivity to them|*'||̂ |:||:j|ie model performs relative to
other models?", "Adequacy of documentation of modefeode ah1|i|p|l|ation testing?", and "How
well does the model report variability and uncertaintyj;in its outpui?||l;!;llli|;%

A number of the requirements in thJlPeer ReJie î!i|aiî b(Dakpiso need to be clarified:
a) What documentation is needed for pejffeview fifes of ex1|iflfiy*developed models to show "the
model was independently peer reviejsjfd with ||e intent ojfthe Agency's Peer review policy for
models and that EPA's proposed ufspwas eya|uated? j:f
b) What are the criteria needed||6 identif^i:;|'|npdels||upporting regulatory decision making or
policy/guidange of major irrjf ||t|| uch as tr|||8fi||i:l|'applicability to a broad spectrum of regulated
entities arfl|||h|r stak̂ eh|||I|||||j|)r that wiitgjfif E a narrower applicability, but with significant
conseque1t|||p||||maller £ eSg||p|u||;or practical scale" needing peer review?
c) What are tHilel Jeii&ihy whichmecisiih'lmakers judge when "a model application situation departs

^**-::fi:i::i ::i^'^'.!i'^'.v^ff-:.. ''•r;.71 ;̂:V«;:̂ :;;;;3yi ;̂:^^: -*•

significantly frjol|;[|||ijii||ation cd'̂ §|*Jin a previous peer review" so that it needs another peer
review? ,,:||Ii*KBS|||||l||,; "W

d) WJ|p-are the criteiiai{i||:||||peh decision makers judge when "a modification of an existing
adequately peer reviewelifnofiel departs significantly from its original approach" so that it needs
andlher peer review? |;f

is the relationjhip of the peer review of models in the development stage often reported in
articles (w|ie|i peer review is usually performed for specific reasons for that journal and does

!|||||||sj||î §|ip||eer review of the Agency work product or provide accessible peer review records)
alj||̂ ^ l̂i®|̂ :Mdressing model use to support an Agency action? and
f) What questions need to be asked in peer review of model applications supporting site specific
decisions where the underlying model is "adapted to the site specific circumstances".

2. What is a consensus definition of model use acceptability criteria?
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After reviewing the diversity of models and their uses across the Agency, the white paper group has
proposed a model evaluation strategy (Section 5.1) rather than a "one size fits all" set of criteria.

3. Does acceptability correspond to a particular model, or specific applications of a
model?

Specific models and applications could be accomodated in specific criteria developed by the
programs.

4. Does acceptability cover only models developed by EPA o^f|anjpeover externally
developed models? ,j|fc Jf|Jf||ff;f

Acceptabiity covers all models used in Agency regulatoj|fiecision naaj|||iii|̂ ;|e Appendix iff

5. Does acceptability mean the agency will dllfi^p^^clearmghouse^llllpRBls that
meet EPA's definition of acceptable? ''-iliilllSii,, "''^"^

As discussed above it is recommended
of models for use in their program activities.
information to potential users to be used in model selection is nSe§s|||ncy-wide. The work
group further recommends that a mechanism be ddf |l|p|Biifor provid!l|||ifbrmation responding to
the model acceptance criteria to potential user§|rolu |̂|̂ !mSel selection and avoid redundancy in
model evaluation efforts. A number of Agency effoft!r|||||||5|||5;evialuated to determine how best
to leverage their resources to achieve A'glihcy-widJ%oalsl||̂ ||me1'model clearinghouses already
exist but often lack support. One exception isjfle Guideline" 'oh Air quality Models Appendices
(http://www.epa. gov/ttn/scram) tha||pvides pjpferred mojfels as well as information on alternative
models (e.g., regulatory use, datajnput, outpuf format andpptions, accuracy and evaluation studies)
supporting selection. As a ̂ gsilffbf the DM^b^A^ Models 2000 Conference an action team
was forme5dji§r a Modeh"n̂ |||||ringhou|§!|i;|||||ling to a need perceived by the participants.
OIRM is|pp|p|ing to";lf||S!|pĴ  Applidatcm' Systems Inventory (ASI) as a repository of
informati6l|̂ l|iii|igency sdS||a|ii|id clearinghouse to meet the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1 98 0
and OMB Cirelii|!||l||p requif̂ e|ti|in|||||he ASI would integrate metadata collection requirements
across the Agen||s:;a||S||tild be mo:d||i:eflit:o meet specific model metadata requirements providing
inforniatio^^riS®5||ill||:|uation 'arid use. Another effort, by OKD's National Center for
Envirorj||ffital Assessmg||l:i|i|gfining metadata for models that can be stored in its relational
databjft, the Environme|̂ |||:!o1ination Management System, with input through the internet and
retriifal through a searefi engine using specific queries. Information found useful for model
sej|Iiion sucn as those lifted in the Nonpoint Source Model Review example (Appendix G) is being
G|||Mered for data elepents.
ilSiiSili- Wouldjelich program/region develop their own system for evaluating acceptability?

:!0!f program specifications (both qualitative and quantitative).
7T Should EPA apply a generic set of criteria across the board to all categories of
ERMs or should acceptability criteria differ depending on the complexity and use (e.g.,
screening vs. detailed assessment) of a model?
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Both, generic criteria on model evaluation developed by direct interaction of the SPC and CREM
with tailoring of specifications (both qualitative and quantitative) done by the programs.

7. COST AND BENEFITS DISCUSSION
The workgroup requested information on costs of model evaluation activities from its

members, those involved in the case histories, and the Models 2000 Steering and Implementation
Team. The limited interim responses (Appendix E) were distributed for comment. Evaluation
activities vary in the resources required depending on their complexity, availability of in-house
expertise, and whether or not costs can be leveraged with other organizations. Qnifie low end the
EPAMMM evaluation of a screening model evaluation without site datajf|st about $60,000 (for an
in-house expert's 0.5 full time equivalent). On the high end^the RA||l||||i|luation Study cost
about 17 million for field studies, .5 million for NOAA FTjfsflnd lmr|te|j||||pntractors to rim
the model in tests in their 2.5 year effort. The Air Modelifl regulator |̂5fbAg |̂||̂ ||3:used 20 |pjl:5
staff personnel over the past 20 years with extramural support of $lfPto 2 mil|§^^^ ;̂;̂ 6odel
performance evaluation and peer review has cost abouf|f|||0 toj|0d,000 per mdl|tjiî |iry (2 to
10 models) although the AERMOD evaluation somewli|llffl|han $50,000. Inlftlnteragency
MMSOILS benchmarking evaluation, EPA's portion of tĥ :ij|||||r||ojved scenario Development of
about $50,000, execution of 4 models at about $100,OOJpffid1i>||||||||̂ gniparison and reporting at
about $150,000. Total coding costs estimated for th^EUBl||l||i||ere about $200,000 and
separate test costs were not available from the contoaftlfc. The cosi||i)||lppspend on the language
used and when the programming documentationĵ ||:|i|l|cc)sts beinglfigher if documentation was
done late in the process (could equal half thgfotai cbttif|f!H$- At Jfte Models 2000 conference,
Bob Carsel estimated that for a ground wafer model^sdliilal6iiltlli&ion and documentation cost

,!•••/•;:'' ..vi-^r "^•i4":!?*!̂ '];̂ :̂̂ )™-1

about 30 % of the project cost. The costgfor the AI|iDispers|||tpe)del Clearinghouse and SCRAM
were about 2 FTEs/GS-13 for in-hquig;|)ersonnellbr maintaining the clearinghouse and providing
regional support and regional work|l|ps. Thejatabase, MpHISRS, cost about $50,000 for contract
support over few years with littlejtjpkeep fq|||;f]RAM,V! jf!r

Ej||jSflll|j|ire by tlel||̂ i||gof the costrsummarized above need to be considered in light of
the benefi&|||!f|̂  of the strengths and weaknesses of models.
If carried out:°t1||||ii|l̂ pup's fei|f|||i||i|l̂ tions would promote systematic management of model
development arxiiiiliseiiliihin EPA^bplfoviding a basis for consistent model evaluation and peer

.siCgBSiiSiliSj'SarStHi";;?^ '_W:K?'. ° . "review. T^9|5r'opol|ffi||ng§iel evaluation strategy would encourage sensitivity and uncertainty
analysej|)f environmenlll^llilSiliiiand their predictions as well as clarify peer review requirements.
Accegfflo the evaluatioriJclsSjfs*would improve model selection and avoid redundancy in model
devjfiipment and evaluatibriFAlthough these benefits would involve costs in model development
fgp|eyaluation, peer rey|ew and access to evaluation results but would result in better products.
lllg^ise the additionalfcost incurred by evaluation of model application would provide feedback
iofliSelopers thatfi^puld improve model performance.
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APPENDIX A - SCIENCE POLICY COUNCIL MODEL ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA WHITE
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- MODELS EVALUATION CASE HISTORIES

1. SHADE-HSPF Case Study (Chen et al., 1996,1998a &b)
Regulatory Niche & Purpose:
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A watershed temperature simulation model was needed for targeting critical reach locations for
riparian restoration and forestry best management practices development. Evaluation of attainment
of stream temperature goals (water quality criteria) was emphasized.

Model Selection:
Functional selection criteria (e.g., watershed scale and continuous-based representation, stream
temperature simulation module) were used to survey and evaluate existing models resulting in the
Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF) model being selected as the only model meeting the
requirements. Further evaluation of HSPF identified limitations in two impprtant h||f'budget terms.

Data Source/Development: III ; IIP
A stand-alone computer program, SHADE, was develorp| for geiierating sola?ij|||||i§|||||l'sets
with dynamic riparian shading characteristics for use as;j||||i|3|a|lwater temperalli^imiiltion by
HSPF after it was enhanced for computing the heat conduc%||f§fff|een water and the stream bed for
complete heat balance analysis. The case study involved gen'erai||gitater balance information using
hydrologic simulation and then computing the effective sj|iar rao |̂|i|l|i||=strearn heating to simulate
stream temperature dynamics with HSPF. :: ';:ii;j;|£||||||&

Existing data sources were reviewed and appropriate in|t|||f ||||c.al, Jfpam flow, and hourly stream
temperature data for model calibration anj;%alidatiofi? wer̂ ||pĵ ||||&om a fish habitat restoration
project in the Upper Grande Ronde (IJiSlR-) in Q|egon. Multiprocess oriented parameters were
evaluated from known watershed ajS||utes. Jp'ther parameters were evaluated through model
calibration with recorded stream fldffpid tempjfature datajfased upon an understanding of the study
site, HSPF application guideline"|jfand previous HSPFpludies. Topographic, hydrographic and
riparian vegejation data set§s|||Si|ADE we®!i|feil|pe'd with ARC/INFO GIS for 28 fully mapped
segments (||e!:ftainstem r|fe|jMi|iour majol;|rif|iiaries) and 9 partially mapped segments (portions
of nine o11|||||l|||aries). " ; ĵfi!-3f||;;:K

Sensitivity
Sensitivityjalialysis walf:r||f||if||;;:an important technique used extensively in designing and testing
hydrolojfc and water qua1|||:|||ifls. To evaluate the sensitivities of simulated stream temperatures
to HSjpF heat balance parfpeflrs (HTRCH) and SHADE parameters, one factor (model variable or
pariltfeter) was changed gia time while holding the rest of the factors constant. Absolute sensitivity
cQlflfcients representingsfhe change in stream temperature as a result of a unit changes in each of the
t||o|gj;Qups of modelJjmrameters were calculated by the conventional factor perturbation method.
T.||||p|̂ i:̂ o.t|ij4i;̂ ii'al and seasonal) and longitudinal variations in sensitivity were noted. Riparian
snlftp|;̂ |||ii;|IeTs in SHADE were evaluated for stream temperature calibration to verify accuracy
and relabiify" of SHADE computations. The solar radiation factors or SRF (deemed the most critical
parameter by sensitivity analysis) as well as the diurnal, seasonal, and longitudinal variations were
evaluated to verify the accuracy and reliability of SHADE computations. Significant improvement
between the maximum values of SRF and the measured stream values suggested a better
representation of local shading conditions by the segment based SHADE computations.
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Calibration/Validation/Testing:
j

The model sensitivities to each parameter, as well as the diurnal, seasonal, and longitudinal variations
,>""*'- noted, provided the basis for the stream temperature calibration. To test and demonstrate the utility

and accuracy of SHADE-HSPF modeling system, hydrologic and stream temperature simulations of
the watershed were conducted and visually compared to plotted measured data for two summers at
27 sites. The stream temperature calibration for 1991 and validation for 1992 generally confirmed
the accuracy and robustness of SHADE-HSPF modeling system. The simulated results matched the
observed points reasonably well for the majority of sites (19/27). In addition, three statistical tests

• were run to provide coefficients of determination and efficiency and the standard er||r of estimate
for evaluation of critical model capability. Evaluation focused on stream||empe^atpfe goals for the
UGR basin (e.g., summer maximum temperature and average 7-day maxj||fmijgmperature) most of
the absolute errors were less than 2.5. ,,aits. JlSflliSS*.

Simulated maximum values of stream temperature, on wf ich the r|garlan reslof |l|||||ii;|ea;sls'are
based, are accurate to 2.6-3.0° C. Hourly simulations hi| |=appj(|frmately the sffi||||||lpaey and
precision. The phase, diurnal fluctuations, and day toll ||||l;|nds in stream temperatures were
generally good, indirectly confirming that riparian shading:||||S|||tirnated reasonably by SHADE.
Compared to the 8-10°C exceedances of the temperaturg:̂ f§alSi||||||Jpje.sent conditions, the model
accuracy of approximately 3.0°C should be adequate to'lssess ripii|n|H|tQration scenarios.

This case history shows positive elements?: ,/f 'IflllliP"'
description of regulatory usej|f$f|focusejph criteriajfbr model performance

:1:|ilfFc fSff ffff
• evaluated existing model|||fased upjfflf specificfiriteria to select the model for further

development and testing Iff .ISlSibaKErsiiiil*
• evalu||||n and selejlillslliexisting^lfliliiif'use in development, calibration, validation and

:, q

good d^q|ii|:|l(5J'ffl|idata and:[K|§II limitations
• repps peer reviS |̂|jl||i|intenial ORD review and the Journal of Environmental Engineering

:).|§6cess as publisr!|fj|p|Sf§l>

Conelpis: Jf '"'**
• /Hlfl if used by EPA,|pe peer review for a journal while strengthening the scientific and technical
Illlllcredibility Deafly work product, is not a substitute for Agency work product peer review as
iilltiljifemay noWtSver issues and concerns the Agency would want peer reviewed to support an
'^Jj^^i^H-i'SliiiKifr''---1''1''"^?"5-1! „"•:••"^'S;![i''"'':-1::'''-r-'';i'11' C i

2. TRIM.FaTE Case Study
This case study is based upon the summary (EPA, 1 998 EPA-452/D-98-001) of the review of current
models, the conceptual approach to the Total Risk Integrated Methodology (TRIM) framework and
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the first TRIM module, TRIM.FaTE, and the evaluations of TRIM.FaTE prototypes (e.g.,
mathematical structure and algorithms) presented to the Science Advisory Board (SAB) for an
advisory review.

Regulatory Niche & Purpose: OAR needed a multi-media, time series simulation modeling
system to estimate multi-media impacts of both toxic and criteria air pollutants in support of Clean
Air Act requirements (e.g., residual risk program, delisting petitions, urban area source program,
special studies, trends, setting NAAQS, and input to regulatory impact analyses).

Model Selection: Four multimedia, multipathway models and appro aj|i||!spre evaluated on the
criteria that the tools have capabilities of 1) multimedia assesfrij|pt; 2)4e |̂||i|||tirisk and exposure
modeling; 3) multi-pollutant assessment; 4) addressirjp;uncertain|^ and,|f)
accessibility and usability for EPA, states, local agencie'ifand other;|sia1kehl5l|S|§;||||azardg;u|*air
pollutant (HAP) exposure and risk models also needed talfflequat^ly estimate te'i||j||||§||]S||patial
patterns of exposures while maintaining mass balance. Cur|ffi|re.r|fena air pollutant irfl'ipinave this
capability for the inhalation exposure pathway. The imp":o|itt||i?f capabilities to model pollutant
uptakes, biokinetics, and dose-response for HAPs and criteripp"d||iiia|its was also considered. It was
found that risk and exposure assessment models, or a sefxJf mo3|l|if||||h]the capabilities needed to
address the broad range of pollutants and environmentalfate and tra^llililjJll&c^esses for OAQPS risk
evaluations do not exist. Therefore, developmentj^lilfflffildular TRTl||!lfptmework to have varying
time steps and sufficient spatial detail at varyinglpafefiffll^^iass-cons^vmg" results, transparency
to support use in a regulatory context, and ajffuly coup|fes|iii:|i|imedj:f 'Structure was begun.

Data Source/Development: An^jpt oriented architecture using Visual basic 5 application
environment imbedded within Exce|fp7 to modS the hieraphy of components of TRIM.FaTE, with
a preliminary algorithm library^i;ptilizing:||a|ii;codingl;: architecture, was implemented for the
TRIM.FaTEj||ptotype. ThejfiaajIrRIM cq|n|||il|iarriework is being designed. Where possible,
existing mS)t|||||||;ools, art||l|||iiSes will bS^g||jpfed, necessitating their evaluation.

TRIM is plannBl( |̂{j[^ î.dyriarn |̂i|̂ |tiEig system that tracks the movement of pollutant mass
through a comg|;e|||lsp|l|||stem di||p>mpartments (e.g., physical and biological), providing an
inventory jjl|i*poilutBn1f;ffl|u:g]|out the entire system. The TRIM design is modular and, depending
on the ujijfr's need for a p|ift|i|3|iLlssessment, one or more of six planned modules may be employed
(e.g.^iffp'osure event as i|p|ipapollutant movement, uptake, biokinetics, dose response, and risk
cha||ifi;erization). RecepjBrs move through the compartments for estimation of exposure. Uptake,
bi|f||ietics, and dose response models may be used to determine dose and health impacts.

module allows flexibility to provide simulations needed for a broad range of
" because it can be formulated at different spatial and temporal scales through user

selections from an algorithm library or added algorithms. The unified approach to mass transfer
allows the user to change mass transfer relationships among compartments without creating a new
program. This scenario differs significantly from routine application of stable single medium model
programs. The mathematical linking enables a degree of precision not achieved by other models
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while providing full accounting for all of the chemical mass that enters or leaves the environmental
system. An outline was provided for the future user's manual for SAB's review.

Sensitivity Analysis: Tiered sensitivity and uncertainty analyses will be integrated into the TRIM
framework. All inputs to TRIM will be designed such that parameter inputs can be entered in
parameter tables as default values or value distributions.. Capability to estimate variability and
uncertainty will be an integral part of TRIM.FaTE. Currently, only simplified sensitivity analyses
have been conducted by considering the range of uncertainty in the parameter value,and the linear
elasticity of predicted organism concentration with respect to each input parameter. Serliitivity scores
were calculated for all inputs and the sensitivity to change determined fo(§|henuf at concentrations
in a carnivorous fish, macrophytes, a vole, a chickadee, and,a hawk w|l||§|a|P in a steady state.
Parameters with both relatively high sensitivity and a large raigitof uri6e1|i||̂ !|,!f re identified and
efforts focused on decreasing uncertainty that would produtpfhe largest|iiifif|f gfigot in decreasjffg
output uncertainty. Limitations i n reliability were noted | e f borne f r '
data to address uncertainties (e.g., about soil partition pr|jisigsses). j

Calibration/Validation/Testing: Four prototypes of incjp|ilg-||||tjjplexity were developed and
evaluated. Algorithm generalizations, conceptualizations1 of iloii||is||eig., soil, groundwater, air,
plant, terrestrial food chain transport), and code and da|ajitmctureii||||§rlv|ded for evaluation by
the SAB panel. Also, software, routines, the data||i|||||;||jsulted, arif|fl!|ila1:a tables sources were
documented and the quality of the data (e.g., d^sjiSulffinfllata,for terrestrial wildlife) was discussed
in comments. The TRIM.FaTE prototypes vpf'e" applieSl|SiS|̂ c|iulat̂ :&i of B(a)P and phenanthrene
releases in a realistic aluminum smelter tejtcase and[evalu!a|el|||||!lcomparison of the distribution of
mass in multiple environmental medjgfwith results from Jpo'-widely used multimedia models.
TRIM.FaTE yielded results similar tflfifother models for sepie media but different results for others
based upon different algorithms, ^ithout actulf measurgdlconcentrations in a controlled system, it
cannot be determined which modM|iaccurate||;||fJ.ectS;;||ifity. Limited model verification has been
performed tojftate and mor||f |i|e;|ded. jf"""""

This isllfexample of pleiieiiiw^done early and, as planned, often.
'*8Sii:iM,9l;*fil ^S'liSSKsgfl'H.fif:^ J r

The elen|||||jll|l|t|.e ATFlflflfP^'Guidance for Conducting External Peer Review of
Err^j^iSenM^^ff&tpry MbHels" were addressed in the information provided to the SAB
gajlel even thoug^fflplflijan evaluation done when only about half of the first module was

jjffenpleted. llillli*'*
,j|f The user's choicejpf algorithms needs to be an informed choice based upon evaluation of

Jlft information projided in the algorithm library (e.g., requirements, assumptions). Also,
Ilillldocumentatiqillbf the rationale for the choices, the choices (e.g., problem definition,
llllllll^fcificatiilfil'&f links between data and chosen algorithms, run set up and performance), and

-dcumentinto be self-documenting to provide defensibility of the model output.
of data and testing of the future system needs to be carefully planned and the

results similarly documented for peer review and users (e.g., limitations on use).

3. MM SOILS Case Study (Laniak, et al., 1997)
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Regulatory Niche & Purpose:
EPA develops, implements, and enforces regulations that protect human and ecological health from
both chemical and non-chemical stressors. EPA (like DOE) has a need to understand environmental
processes that collectively release, transform and transport contaminants resulting in exposure and
the probability of deleterious health effects and uses simulation models to assess exposures and risks
at facilities in support of its decision making processes. MMSOILS is a multimedia model used by
EPA for assessing human exposure and risk resulting from release of hazardous chemicals and
radionuclides. It provides screening level analyses of potential exposure and risks and site-specific
predictive assessments of exposures and risks. jk

s,i"•:;-.•'';:';.•;*:-Mk... .••;*%'%* '

Model Selection: EPA and DOE developed a technical apj|:oach, |3lhl|:i|te:ing, to provide a
comprehensive and quantitative comparison of the te|||ii8ai form l̂ll|||ffl||nd performance
characteristics of three similar analytical multimedia nrofiels: EP&0f'Mlfil®llSi, and DQS's

* .ifrW.? .,i?.\i;'-r' ""«>;^.s;.p^^^[-vi:Vi?:-. ^.i»n;i

RESRAD and MEPAS. ||| jf"'

Calibration/Validation/Testing:
Model design, formulation and function were examine!'"by !ig||yi|̂ isthe models to a series of
hypothetical problems. In comparing structure and performance o1||̂ UE^^nodels, the individual
model components were first isolated (e.g., fate anc|̂ |i||̂ o|tjfbr each eli||f§|mental medium, surface
hydrology, and exposure/risk) and compared;.|o|lln|i|p||r|blem scenlrios including objectives,
inputs, contaminants, and model endpoints.4|f!iso the fflt|g||:;|§iniultijSiedia release, fate, transport,
exposure, and risk assessment capabilitiesjf ere compared1?i|iS;MM;iSS!"s'!i£?

For example, the fate and transporffSf aluatiorjfffsed a scrip of direct release scenarios including a
specific time-series flux of co^talphant fromlhe soujejito the 1) atmosphere, 2) vadose zone, 3)
saturated zone, and 4) sur|s|||̂ ||ter (rive||||!i||||ilstimates of contaminant concentrations at
specific : " " :

To compare trie''|Ji|i|iii;ance of al|g||h :̂S|ents functioning simultaneously, a hypothetical problem
involving multira|fi||g||||e,pf coritaffliiants from a landfill was simulated. The manner and degree
that individjfftf':'d3ifle1PS|||H|I|(l|imoder formulation propagate through the sequence of steps in
estimat:bj||'exposure andl|||||||||̂ iBvaluated by comparing endpoints of concentration-based model
outpujffe.g., contaminan|jpoH|lhtrations and fluxes for each medium, time to peak concentration)
as vff. as medium-specifif and cumulative dose/risk estimates.
Ttfg^sults discussed djilerences in 1) capabilities (e.g., RESRAD and MEPAS simulate formation,
4i|||j||and transportilf radionuclide decay products but MMSOILS does not); 2) constructs with
r||||||i|||siniula||||*direct releases to the various media (e.g., MMSOILS allows for varying source
rdf|||e||:oj||||upt;but does not allow for specific media to be isolated per simulation because all
modeiffiStSles must be executed in a simulation); 3) direct releases to the atmosphere, vadose zone,
saturated zone, and surface water (e.g., all models use nearly identical formulations for transport and
dispersion, resulting in close agreement with respect to airborne concentration predictions at distances
greater than one kilometer from the source); 4) how surface hydrology is handled (e.g., MMSOILS
does not distinguish between forms of precipitation like rainfall and snow fall); 5) direct biosphere
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exposure and risk (e.g., models are in complete agreement for the vast majority of methods to
calculate exposure and risk with differences occurring in test scenarios for irrigation, external
radiation ad dermal adsorption in contact with waterborne contamination) ; and 6) the multimedia
scenario (e.g., predictions of total methylene chloride mass that volatilizes differ by a factor of 10
between the models). Results showed that the models differ with respect to 1) environmental
processes included, and 2) the mathematical formulation and assumptions related to the
implementation of solutions.
Peer Review of the benchmarking process and results was carried out externally by the DOE Science
Advisory Board in a review of the DOE Programmatic Environmental Impact StaJ|pent and the
journal, "Risk Analysis". ^ 4P';;'h

This case history shows positive elements: .g? jp

Results provide comparable information on model designif^rmulajpbn and mnctio'ii{|̂ ':|gil|iisupport
informed selection decisions between these models. :i*gf i»

Concerns: "V" '"vji
Objectives for the study did not address how welljhj|||0|.els predicle||fi|p§lures and risks relative
to actual monitored releases, environmental cone||lilKDffi|||nass exposures or health effects. Also
there are no test results of the models in apj|ichationst;:|l||̂ oi|rig specific regulatory and remedial
action assessment needs because the stujff was based 1ii|:i;̂ n îtte?premise that the models were
applicable to the types of problems for wh|eh they wjsfe typicaf|y!uSed. Additional information would

/*"•••", be needed for selection decisions foi|m|̂ el appjpation in 1PA.

Cost: Scenario Developmej|sab|ut.........|.;|l:|f|||i|fK...$50,000
%$f||j||j£f the j||i||{||,:r..........!!lllli!r. ......$ 100,000
Ouip |̂§im|arison anl|||l|||li||Journal articles) $150.000

||i'e Total $ 300,000

4. IffiVI Case Stl|||:||pAP Report 5, 1990)

Re|j||itory Niche & Pippc>sfe: The National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP)
"-̂ ||p models to assessphanges in sulfate in response to proposed changes in emissions of sulfur

X s i

iBllgional models (linear chemistry, statistical and Lagrangian) were evaluated with
|ar An operational baseline for RADM performance was compiled based upon

previollilpSf ational evaluations.
Data Source/Development: RADM was developed to assess changes in sulfate in response to
proposed changes in emissions of sulfur dioxide including addressing nonlinearity between changes
in emissions and changes in deposition. Earlier simpler models were regarded as unreliable because
they did not capture complex photochemistry and nonlinearities inherent in the natural system (e.g.,
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the role of oxidants and aqueous-phase transformations). Nonlinearity (fractional changes in primary
pollutant emissions are not matched by proportional changes in wet deposition of its secondary
product) was of concern because at the levels of control addressed (10 million metric tons) reduction
of emissions by another 20% to overcome nonproportionality and achieve a target could double
control costs.
Sensitivity Analysis: Sensitivity studies were done to determine which parameterization workedbest
for the RADM's meteorology and transport module, its chemistry module and the integrated model
(e.g., meteorology, chemistry, emissions, and boundary conditions to the relative uncertainty in 6 key
species concentrations). j||>
Calibration/Validation/Testing: An Eulerian Model Evaluation Prograrr|;Q3MI|§f was carried out
to established the acceptability and usefulness of RADM for the| 990 NAlSJ^pgrated Assessment.
Key to evaluation were performance evaluations includingj||S|nostiC3a||l||m|nts and sensitivity
analyses leading to user's confidence in the model. Guidelij||i 'and procedjii||̂ ||||iipprporated irSb
protocols focused upon the key scientific questions supporting the application (el^jjSjS^io rej|lpate
spatial patterns of seasonal and annual wet deposition). DJl|were ejlected to pr6"ffil|̂ ||||&ting
of the models noting that the confidence in the model wd||i||;f :r||ated to the varief^;|ff iluations in
the model's domain tested with observational data to shov|J|fl|||kipf inaccuracy" in performance.
Previous model testing was limited by availability of 4|tall|l]|i||fore, data were collected for
chemical species concentrations and deposition at the surface to iM||i|||ilepresentativeness'' as well
as from aircraft and special chemistry sites to support,diagnostic tesf |̂ ||||||el components in a 2-

f 1 -i . 1 ^''^liiBfellsk; \ .̂;i; *|4:*h:'î  £i^

year field study. -dlfilitiilife... 'Itiigr''

Comparisons against field data were viejyed as mf ¥e in1|||||il|n identifying weaknesses than
verification (the determination of con§i§fjncy, con|pleteness|lr!§£orrectness of computer code) and
adequacy of the model design. Ho|fflier, in regional modeling the disparity in scale between site
measurements and the volume-ay||pged prediction is ajpyurce of uncertainty. It was noted that
inadequate spatial resolution in t£tfrdata co||i|;;!p^djyi,egjibservations that did not represent spatial
patterns actually present. SuGljdjpculties m|||||||||iation led to linking of model uncertainty with
model ey;ai|i||||.v Modef||f|li|lions wefelcolnpared to uncertainty limits of interpolated (by
"Imging'̂ 'Ojililillons and"11||lfi||£|ed statistically significant differences were used in evaluation
(e.g., bias esfe^^^ |̂|lipigingp|||[̂ |f||i.5ri estimate of the uncertainty (expected squared error) of
the interpolated pSiSiillt..could bUffsliSs confidence bands for the spatial patterns. Uncertainty

•*• r::̂ 1:'̂ ;;:?;,;;;;.̂ ;̂̂ !;:̂ ;;-::̂ ;;.... "[̂ fss';"1 "̂* •.;.••

in the observj|prlSii|i'|i|Sii||pm spatial resolution in the observations, small scale variability in the
air concenj^fton flelds'!a1|i||i|||eposition and measurement error. The model simulated the patterns
(from sjttially averagedflf|f|J|fftin a grid cell) which was expected to lie within the uncertainty
boundjFof the correspondi|g5p|fttern obtained from the observations.
Twtffycles of model development, evaluation, refinement and reevaluation were carried out. The
evf:lfi|tion process w^f-looked upon as iterative as the model progressed through its stages of
4i|il||rrient: 1) infofmal testing by the developer, 2) testing by the user with diagnostic evaluation
b§j||i|||||;il|̂ ;|||fptd 3) performance evaluation in user application. The first year's data was used
inilSif||l|l||S|)liase and it was planned the second's data would be used in the third. Comparative
evaluation" was performed where model predictions from several versions of RADM and ADOM
(developed for Canada) were evaluated against field observations for a 33 day period of fall 1988 to
see if persistent and systematic biases occurred in predictions estimating the deposition from sources
at receptor areas, to estimate the change in deposition resulting from a change in emissions and to
capture nonproportionality in deposition change. Because RADM simulates very complex processes,
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any errors in the model's representation of physical and chemical processes could bias the model's
predictions. Predictions from process modules were compared for the gas-phase chemistry, the cloud
scavenging, and transport modules when shortcomings in representations of individual components
in the sulfur system were noted. Capabilities of simulating annual and seasonal averages with RADM
and several linear models (for wet and dry deposition and on ambient concentrations) were evaluated.
At this early stage of regional model evaluation, no viable quantitative performance standards existed
(e.g., how"inaccurate" it could be). The inferred performance of the models regarding source
attribution, deposition change, and air concentration change was examined based upon the evaluations
and bounding analysis results, and risk of that RADM could give "misguidance" for thej. 990 NAPAP
Integrated Assessment was assessed. To obtain a reliable estimate of how bjffffily RADM's
predictions could range as a function of possible errors, a "bounding" teehnicpiPwas developed.
RADM2.1 was suggested to be used for 1990's NAPAP Integrated Assi|s|neijff because it did not
exhibit any biases extreme enough to preclude use if the bounl|iî ftechniq|i|M|l!jised and a cautious
approach was taken to use of the predictions. ?fP;]" 4:*f!'?1::i::;:13fiSi».. JF

* r *• ^.'..:•:': .--. •:;:/:;:• -•'.;.:'-':]-..'-.:^:;;:"^^^-^'-, .<,jH":

m.^-.m^mm...^.^.....m.^.m^^mm^..m...^^...mm..^.^——^^^^^^^[EP
data were to address issues of acceptance and standards olpiyQrrnance but Phases :2®|l|||f c'overed
in the report. Performance over a large number and rangdi|if||i|||fere stated as neces'slry to acquire
the weight-of-evidence needed to interpret the results. |̂||||ffi|eiplinary panel provided peer
involvement. .::S"' '''*l:Si|||l!ll;.;,

Cost: It was estimated that EPA provided about̂ |§ |̂|||̂ ||pr the 2.5 feffir evaluation effort (17 M
for field studies, .5M for NOAA FTEs, and IKP'lbr cdhi!acto!ito runJtie model in tests).-' -s

5. EPAMlVf M Case StMd^fphen J. al||||$|gpii 1998 EPA/600/R-98/106))

A model was fii|i||i|||Sj:reen''alî i||||pirnber of hazardous waste facility sites with potential
contamination,g||l̂ |i|||||r by leaofpes. The objective was to rank the sites according to their risk
of exposujgpf Ihe abserjiiy||j3-:situ field observations. Those predicted to be of highest risk would
have priinfy for remedial iolSf SIP'.tlf J

M|l Selection:
:;

Multi-MejIp'Model (EPAMMM) was evaluated as a tool for predicting the transport and
falSli!ci<3ntamina1ilf ^released from waste a disposal facility into an environment in several media

:!.;^;;-|i^;i;:vv^v-:::;jj;[:;.! :•[:;:•:;;;;.••:>•;.;• j1;1:-.:^; •,>••' -*• «*

(ê |l|||g|:j||S|urface environment) . The model contains 7 modules : the landfill unit, the unsaturated
flow'feKf ffansport of solutes in the unsaturated zone, transport of solutes in the saturated zone,
transport of solutes in the surface waters, an air emissions module, and an advective transport and
dispersion of the contaminant in the atmosphere (Salhotra et al, 1990 and Sharp-Hansen et al, 1990).
The application evaluated was the characterization of a Subtitle D facility using 3 of the modules:
flow in the unsaturated zone, transport of solutes in the unsaturated zone, and transport of the solutes
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in the saturated zone. Analytical and semi-analytical techniques were used to solve the basic partial
differential equations of fluid flow and solute transport.

Testing:
A protocol (Beck et al, 1995 and 1997) developed for evaluation of predictive exposure models was
performed in a test case when no historical data were available to be matched to the simulated
responses (traditional validation). Quantitative measures of model reliability were provided and
summarized in a statistic that could augment more qualitative peer review. 5i*%

Three groups of tests were formulated to determine mod^yeliabiljffjj^Kb test assessed the
uncertainties surrounding the parameterization of the modeySpibuld a!lel||||i||||ity to distinguish
between two sites under expected siting conditions. The output uncertaigj^"iais|i^^|ori of diff§||nt
site characteristics, was investigated to determine if ®|reasonabl8":fange S:ll||fS|i|lĵ aEa:rleter
uncertainty would render the power of the model to discriminate betsfen performahlHiif Qnlaihment

"^ A i'l'J.~i"i;";i.1:S.'i;;l'.il.-'.i.J,. Js?3V:1" "'̂ 'ivî î i-iu^^:^ '̂

facilities ineffective. A generic situation was simulated uhl|||iii|||rent subsurface sdrllirydrological
and contaminant-degradation regimes and the power of tn^;|nQ)(||||p,tdistmguish between the site's
containment effectiveness was tested. The probability of^idjenti^llllllllispf the residual contaminant
concentration (y) at the respective receptor sites for twW sites ̂ vi!]|i|li|||ent soil and hydrological
parameterizations was evaluated to see if it was lesss!tha|||onie quan1|:|li||l|preshold, such as 0.01.
0.05, or 0.10. ,4iii3SiSil|ht ''"llf!!*"

Another test analyzed regionalized sensitivity (Spe.afi -;et al. ii9j|f||p€eterrnine which of the model's
parameters were critical to the task of pr||icting thepontammaSFs concentration exceeding the action
level. The model parameters werq|etaKiated tQidetermine[;which ones were key to discriminating
among the predictions of (y) in yjteous rangesfof exposures. This identified the parameters that
needed the best informatioridto ||termine ,ai|p||l:i@i|||iipercentile of the contaminant distribution
concentratiorfayhe receptg|i||||i|y). The||sljll|2[io provided information on the redundancy of
paramete.ri!|i||S||e.ying tliijlll^^l^r^rrnance^fpredicting apercentile concentration. The number
of key an<il̂ ||M||||ipiaram^ :̂|3|ft||dicate model quality for the screening application.

"'WsSgw. Ifflisfc.::, " f&i/smiiS§i>"i$<,....
:'Vsf-l spSiJSWl*:, 3|5;SIil:3l:ir!iS'''
.,iffll llissiiilis, '"I* i|i?:;' _

The third te^^Sicma|M^ '̂||i,global4Sfensitivity analysis investigating the dependence of selected
statistica^loperties oftt|: |̂lli|bjitions of predicted concentrations on specific parameters. That
proportfjih of uncertainty l|te|j||dTO the output (y) that derives from the uncertainty in the knowledge
of a,,||ven parameter wasJiqulMified. For each individual parameter, the extent of the statistical
prQ_||fties of the predictef distribution (mean, variance, and 95th percentile)of (y) was determined
v0|||ng as a function ojffhe point estimates assumed for the parameter. The other parameters were
tii||||isas random yailbles within the framework of a Monte Carlo simulation. The results of the
t̂ ||||̂ ^n||s^ f̂orm of statistic (the Quality Index of the model's design) for judging the
re:l|||i||||||i||pandidate model for performing predictive exposure assessments.

This case history shows positive elements:
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• Quantitative indicators of model performance provided without in situ field data.

Concerns:
• Detailed knowledge of the mathematical model's function, the details of the conditions

assumed for the tests and the acceptable risks in answering the questions associated with
application niche are required for this type of evaluation.

Cost: About 1/2 an FTE (estimated about $60,000)

APPENDIX D - MODEL
FROM: DRAFT July 4, 1994 AJff JF If51""""'

MODEL VALIDATION ^REDCTIVillXPOSURE ASSESSMENTS

Lee llHpikey **

O. Barnwell **

=B;ehool of Forest Resources
l̂l|ll|lll|)niversity of Georgia

Ifllithens, Georgia 30602-2152

ij and
; Department of Civil Engineering

Imperial College

London SW7 2BU, UK

** U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Environmental Research Laboratory
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Athens, Georgia

The begin ing of the White Paper was published JfgllfiL
,.;i :L:̂ §f!b "'rir;S-:iiiH:ifl$lii?^ -̂i.i.

Beck, M. B., J. R. Ravetz, L. A. Mulkey and T. O. BamwellP?t)n the P^PliSlfiiBodel Validatifti
for Predictive Exposure Assessments. Stochastic Hydrol<|fy and HycMflies f||fi||ii|4 Spjri||er-
Verlag. 1997. ;"& ''*F ^mmt&mm>'

Part 5 CONCLUSIONS

It is not reasonable to equate thffllli^idity"^SlgasPfnodel with its
ability to predict correctly |̂|l|||||||fte;, "truelfP behavior of the
system. A judgement about the .^a-^idillllil^ll.s.mod^il is a judgement on
whether the model can perforff'its d;p:s:Bg||iiiill||lSask reliably, i .e . ,
at minimum risk of an ufiaesirjjple ql|S|jpme. It follows that
whomsoever requires such :a|||fudgemeiit mustijbe in a position to define

in sufficient detaiSti-- hjjfh thejj-itask and the undesirable
outcome. ffiff" MX jUk'"

Howeve;3||[̂ î l|̂ able"i};ti|||:i|i||be the:|*application of "objective" tests of
the co'̂ ^B;ipji|i|dence':Sl̂ |gi||||ie:n the behavior of the model and the
observed ̂ i||S|||?i||,pr o'lli|lj|il|||§ystem, their results establish the
reliabilit^li^iiilfite modevi|:||Sfl!(&y inasmuch as the "past observations"
can be equ^pagJlliiiliBfilfe^16 "Sfpfrent task specification". No-one, to the
best o |̂||Mr kri6^^S^^,:i has yet developed a quantitative method of
adjusljjlfng the re^j|S||i|̂ ^test statistics to compensate for the degree
to wlfich the " cuflf ;ii|i=t task specification" is believed to diverge
frojifthe "past observations" .

no 'w§P:S<^eri:'-es' however, the value of these quantitative,
JtE^i€ s wherever they are applicable, i .e . , in what might

be!|||:5a||ii;l:|[|Pirdata-rich1' problem situations. Indeed, there is the
pro'ip8i:l*!:';'that in due course comparable, quantitative measures of
performance validity can be developed for the substantially more
difficult (and arguably more critical) "data-poor" situations, in
which predictions of behavior under quite novel conditions are
required by the task specification.
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In this concluding section, the purpose of the protocol for model
validation set out below is to provide a consistent basis on which
to conduct the debate, where necessary, on the validity of the model
in performing its designated task reliably. It seeks not to define
what will constitute a valid model in any given situation, but to
establish the framework within which the process of arriving at such
a judgement can be conducted. It acknowledges that no evidence in
such matters is above dispute, not even the evidence of "objective"
measures of performance validity, which themselves must depend on
some subjectively chosen level of an acceptable (unaggeptable)
difference between a pair of numbers. ,% J|;r

5.1 The Protocol jf|:' ^f ^....._,

There are three aspects to forming a j'Sf^gmgnt on the va'Siltfity, or
otherwise, of a model for predictive exp||s|ffilis,::.assessments:

(i) the nature of the predict 4̂ 1% task S'oJ|i)ii:|gf.r formed;

(ii) the properties of Jjfle

(iii) the magnj|||ude ojf the .frisk of making a wrong
decisioh|fP''": Jjf f

For examjf|j|a, if t;;h;|lillf|k is iflgflflpcal to one already studied with
the sa||ll||ii|l|el a*K|£|il||||sed fdr:iK€he present task and the risk of
making 3li|||pp|g}:ii;decis':5J;i|i|iili|i-S!low, the process of coming to a judgement
on the vaft|fe||̂ l!^f the¥||fi||te|i3ought to be relatively straightforward
and brief. jSSffli|j, it :;tMf||l&" be facilitated by readily available,
quantita^.ig&Sf^y^^M.e of "-frtbdel performance validity. At the other
extremejfr*lf thel||ig}il|is an entirely novel one, for which a novel
form^pE model ha!|pi8^g8f' proposed, and the risk of making a wrong
decilpion is high||f::;a|lr would be much more difficult to come to a
jujfipBment on theJ|/alidity of the model. Evidence on which to base
tM|||l judgement wjajild tend to be primarily that of an expert opinion,
aijSlkherefore iprgely of a qualitative nature.

of the enquiry and length of the process in coming
to a "j'ildgement would differ in these two examples, much the same
forms of evidence would need to be gathered and presented. It is
important, however, to establish responsibilities for the gathering
of such evidence, for only a part of it rests with the agency
charged with the development of a model. In the following it has
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been assumed that a second, independent agency would be responsible
for specification of the task and evaluation of the risk of making
a wrong decision. The focus of the protocol will accordingly be on
the forms of evidence required for evaluation of the model.

5.1.1 Examination of the model's composition

The composition of a model embraces several attribute's on which
evidence will need to be presented. These are asj|l|>l:li3ws:

.-issS'Mi" ,,-5rt4*3pi1Wfe&.»%. tfs>(i) Structure. The structure of thi model i:iS"'8H*iB̂ sed by tile
.£• ;;•;••£ ..;;Si!̂ :-- ''^•^&~&*&&&fj$::k,. •* .&&'&

assembly of constituent procesl mechanisms fi|Si||S§i|thgjpes)
incorporated in the model. J|||fgns1gf?tuent med:fi |̂|sj|§might
be defined as "dispersion", lo||!l::xfample, or as *!Wpfedation
of one species of organism byll|;|tBt:her" . The need is to
know the extent to which eaclaifellSilsifionstituent mechanism
has been used before in any' pre^ii|||i||i|other) model or
previous version of the given modeS|i||fflgi: .̂ might also be
a need to know the re^lillillisdistrib^liilp^ of physical,
chemical and biologiqg§|Iml!|||||:||Sgms so^Sncorporated; many
scientists would afSach |l||i||I|g|jea:|;|it probability of
universal applicabJSity tjf"1 a""yffj§^jij^^i mechanism, and the
smallest such probability1 to alplological mechanism.

(i i) Mathematical;:|pxpresg|:on ofjpbnstituent hypotheses. This
,,,, is a mglig: jjfpref ine|||||:a|spgp:i of model structure. The

^s^^echanjji|rr§^|. "bact^'lSj^iegradation of a pollutant" can
^S8lllSiiS, mathSmSlfically in a variety of ways: as a
TyiyjI^ii'emical kinetic expression, in which the
deg«i|.MiffiO|n is proportional to the concentration

fer as, for instance, a function of the
of -pacteria growing according to a Monod

(iii) JŜ imber of state variables. In most models of
jgredictive exposure assessments the state variables

jifw'ill be defined as the concentrations of
«;. .̂ ijlf1 contaminants or biomass of organisms at various
lillllilP" locations across the system of interest. The

greater the number of state variables included in
the model the less will be the degree of
aggregation and approximation in simulating both
the spatial and microbial (ecological) variability
in the system's behavior. In the preceding example
of "bacterial degradation of a pollutant", only a
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single state variable would be . needed to
characterize the approximation of first-order
chemical kinetics; two -- one each for the
concentrations of both the pollutant and the
(assumed) single biomass of bacteria -- would be
required for the constituent hypothesis of Monod
kinetics. Similarly, a lake characterized as a
single, homogeneous volume of water will require
just one state variable for the description of
pollutant concentration within such a sysytem. Were
the lake to be characterized as two subjpfblumes (a
hypolimnion and an epilimnion) , hffwevejr', two state
variables would be needed ;tp|||||epresent the
resulting spatial vâ;i|3bili'if:̂|||||p||fc pollutan.J;,
concentration. JliP îsm**'*̂  •*-

(iv) Number of parameters. The'

l::.i\;::̂ :::|.;;̂ î i![-i:V!';̂ ;j|;:;..̂ ;£;;;::̂

&^'Q-&r\$£:£,-jri^paramete'lfpili^e the
coefficients that appear in :l;||eii|Kfehematical expressions
representing the constituent ,5|itBffi||l||i:sms as a function of
the values of the stafcgp1' vailij^l^s (and/or input
variables) . They are quant ities'!: |̂;||||fi|t;!as a dispersion
coefficient, a f irst-qr;4i:|i|:.decay-'lii3gHgi'onstant , or a
maximum specific grow,Wt|ff£||S|^^pnstanS!ij||lfn an ideal world
all the model's pr?ame6e:isjlii|¥3uld.,,;ftbe assumed to be
invariant with spJBe andf E5i|fffi|||l||gfr' they are in truth
aggregate approxipationsjii;of qilllaflpSies that will vary at
some finer scajbel'of repblutidn 'than catered for by the
given model . jfffi>:r insjiance, Jfhe first-order decay-rate
constant of .§p:pilutan||f degradation subsumes the behavior
of a population oj||l5^cte|iia; a Monod half -saturation

,,pl|;, .concent j|fi|||J||i may i||||s;|f|p!!the more refined mechanism of
^^^Sfe^st:E4liWftft^:'--'::):'-t^®S^^^'^ metabolism, and so on. In
Illlffllg^ contamination the volumes (areas)
V:!|l||j5|gi||. whicofs|ii|p|iparameters of the soil properties are

''aSs||ittgd to rbje|i||i|i&f orm are intertwined with this same
,:*::pj||||::ilm|feof a^gp?egation versus refinement . There is
^ however (as already noted in
discusi|f|il|i||||of the concept of articulation) , in
estabripfcfig whether a model has the correct degree of
comple|jity for its intended task.

illillife(v) Val,Hiils °^ parameters. Again, in an ideal world the values
liilW|Slill||ii3fli|g|liffie assigned to the model ' s parameters would be
:illill|illl|lllHvariant and universally applicable whatever the specific

:;;:lSIiKP|:;'' sector of the environment for which a predictive exposure
assessment is required. In practice there will merely be
successively less good approximations to this ideal,
roughly in the following descending order:
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(a) The parameter is associated with an (essentially)
immutable law of physics and can accordingly be
assigned a single, equally immutable, value;

(b) The parameter has been determined from a laboratory
experiment designed to assess a single constituent
mechanism, such as pollutant biodegradation, under
the assumption that no other mechanisms are acting
upon the destruction, transformation, or
redistribution of the pollutant wjfifhin the
experiment; .Jl|_ jJpF

(d)

system;

A value has been assigrigSflioilthe parameter on the
basis of values quotedJIim^Ul^Ji.terature from the
application of models ih'i|i|||)|i|ating the same

expr§§!s|f|n of 'l?§||i|gitne constituent
" ' *

mathematical
process

It is misleading tgrsupposp thii{||l|||Slresult of (b) will be
independent of ajj|lassumeH modeller' the behavior observed
in the laborat,g|f|ft experiment. JpThe coefficient itself is
not observed.-illpffsteadjiil for example, the concentration of
pollutant remilining j|i|iiegraded in the laboratory beaker or

.:̂ hemostali4^g,.|||bserve|i||3||p|p^a mathematical description of
jfllltlhe mech î||l|;ir|l|assumefti|i|llSe operative in the experiment is
iji|ii@l|̂ |:ulafis||||||||||eri the value of the parameter can be
';M«|Sfiiigi|red fr'ijl||SS||ching the performance of this model with

Bil^lSclil^rvatillisslilllfeich in effect is the same procedure as
ti|imii(,c)) .'"lllir'

;.^i;^:i;^ i:\ ̂ ;̂ :̂ |3;:̂ ?;0;:B.>.,:. ;::.::<:J

Parame:|[i|l|;i|MScertainty. Evidence should be presented on
the raijgellof values assigned to a particular parameter in
past Jjitudies and/or on the magnitude and (where
available) statistical properties of the estimation
errjfrs associated with these values. In many cases it

svlrni|gift be sufficient to assume that such ranges of values
Jpnd distributions of errors are statistically independent
;'of each other, but this can be misleading. Supplementary
evidence of the absence/presence of correlation among the
parameter estimates and errors could be both desirable
and material to the judgement on model validity. For
example, unless determined strictly independently -- and
it is not easy to see how that might be achieved -- the
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values quoted for a bacterial growth-rate constant and
death-rate constant are likely to be correlated. A pair
of low values for both parameters can give the same net
rate of growth as a pair of high values, and knowledge of
such correlation can influence both the computation of,
and assessment of, the uncertainty attaching to a
prediction of future behavior.

(vii) Analysis of parameter sensitivity. The ^extent to
which the predictions of the modeliL will Jpfange as a
result of alternative assumptiong|Habqi|3l:! the values
of the constituent parameters Jjjjjjjjj^ established
from an analysis of paraffleHer svi!|||5i||||yaty. On it;g
own such information prjffides on^ylifll^ak index,:;§€
model validity. It may||fbe usejff
supplement a judgement|t?n the/|p6del ' s
validity based on tl|e|lj|f|E>:p:egoing catlfppfiiis of
evidence. In the abs'slfflHltlgf any knowledge of
parameter uncertainty aa|l§i|i;l|fysis of sensitivity
may yield insight into|f€he?l|||i,;Jfflii|i.ty of the model' s
composition through the idehljilllllatsi-on/ in extreme
cases, of those^asll'Ehf easibI:e|ii||Salues of the
parameters tha|i|||:i;;p|i|||||ato unisffable or absurd
predictions. I||iHbuI||jî {|||sed tjitus to establish in
crude terms ,rfj|ne do|Ba1J|i|i|gifi||;|pplicability of the
model, i.e.j|^ ranges oflS|i/i|iiiues for the model's
parametersypior |̂Slch "ssnsible" behavior of the
model is;i|p;irant^eid. In.jfehe presence of information
on parattLeffier ur|qertain;fe|y an analysis of sensitivity
may ^eniJBle ra:||||§:r,m.ji|T£ple refined conclusions about
thej!||g.,|iidity ;̂§|||H|i|!lfinodel. In particular, a highly
se||S||||iiLe, bulllllfighly uncertain, parameter is
sug"g'llj!|||g, of an ill-composed model.

It is cleajr̂ ||||;|i||ĵ i|gsible:l!lSp' divorce an assessment of the evidence
on the ripS^l^'lPf^iSi^^JLtidnal validity -- its intrinsic properties
and a|p!ributes "'Iglllllligom the current task specification. In
particular, the lBiSS|i;mmutable the hypothesis (law) incorporating
a gjjiren parameterjilisPbelieved to be, the more relevant will become
a .gfifdgement aboutjlfihe degree to which the current task specification
d||if|ates from t||ose under which the values previously quoted for
l^ilitMiiparameteiliBrwere derived. Such judgement will be especially
djlfl^llli^^illpake in the case of quantifying the correspondence (or
dij||||f|lB|5aiPipbetween the laboratory conditions used to determine a
raSelliSio-rfStant and the field conditions for which a predictive
exposure assessment is required. The judgement, nevertherless, is
directed at the internal composition of the model, albeit
conditioned upon the degree of similarity between the current and
previous task definitions.
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5.1.2 Examination of the model's performance

Evidence must also be assembled from the results of tests of a
model's performance against an external reference definition of the
prototype (field) system's behavior. This will have variiffiis levels
of refinement, approximately in the following asg;endinigi;?:'brder.

(i) Unpaired tests . In these the >|p|finciden^M|^^^een values
for the model ' s state variabjl|i's and 3|§!lLu?l;B||pĵ jerved Jp
corresponding variables "ofjlfthe
identical points in time andllspace<slas of no !"ifi8Se1iie'nce .

•J- , '.'̂ M;:::-1:1:? .̂.. ^r^!' "^•^5:^Jv;^^-L^1

It is sufficient merely for Glexfijajfili aggregate tfiSSl'ures of
the collection of model predie||i|i:[|Si;and the collection of
field data to be judged to bejpa||ffl||ignt . For example, it
might be required that -line ";raS;SfilSc:irf the computed
concentrations of a contaminant '^lllilSlSlB^representative
(model) pond over an ann|||?|||;:g||;c 1 e i s '" l̂|He||s'ame as the mean
of a set of observed vajp!§slg|;|i|||sed on Sircasual, irregular
basis from several jifo'hds jiSil|Sil|g^olgsgically homogeneous
region. Within sugjl1* unpaJi:edl||;g|(|JF there are further,
subsidiary level s||fbf regineme^PlllT match of mean values
alone is less jigipsuring thanja match of both the means
and variancesjllpirich JI'S itsel;f;'a less incisive test than
establishing |ithe sJmilaritjy' between the two entire

:distribut ifen &» Miism^wiX

tiBj||l||||||ir these it is of central concern that the
^^iglihe model match the observed values at

ljlligflig poii|p;||pn time and space. Again, as with the
|li|i|||||J||,1;ests|ir subsidiary levels of refinement are
poss:iliiS|il|i:n providing an increasingly comprehensive
collec|jlpii|pf statistical properties for the errors of
mismatdfclsp determined.

4|pequence of errors. A paired-sample test, as
|r defined above, makes no reference to the pattern of

the errors of mismatch as they occur in sequence
from one point in time (or space) to the next. When
sufficient observations are available a test of the
temporal (or spatial) correlations in the error
sequences may yield strong evidence with which to
establish the performance validity of the model. In
this case a "sufficiency" of data implies
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observations of the contaminant concentration at
frequent, regular intervals over relatively long,
unbroken periods.

In much the same way as it is not possible to divorce an assessment
of the compositional validity of a model from its current and past
task specifications, so it is not possible to divorce an assessment
of performance validity from the composition of the model. Thus a
further two categories of evidence are relevant. ^

(iv) Calibration. The task of modelR,cali]3:ii||||:in necessarily
involves adjustment and ati^i|patiorfli||fi||ithe model ',3
composition. The extent toJiJwhich ttoJitiSiSilies of t-fie

^ <:fer;v>' ii% '̂ 'n :̂̂ i:<|!:̂ )̂ ;;j. 4::>;r

model ' s parameters have thereby been,ĵ Kl::ter̂ ĝ|̂ r̂dê ii|pbr
the model to fit the calijf|̂ tion|pdata se'l|l8f||i||||:|§:nder
inadmissible the use of any||Sgsi3Gffated error'!!l||||fj§Si'stics
for the purposes of judg3||gll|l||Ddel validity. It is
therefore especially relevanii|||||i||i!gvidence of this form
to be declared. .,^i-:" ''̂fl3ffi|tlfe;,.

(v) Prediction uncertaintvfrf;ji||l||l|Mdels mayffjfe' subjected to an
analysis of the .j;|iSHe'r'̂ |||§̂ |t: attaching to their
predictions. Suchjpan a/^S^lilillsil-ll depend on the
composition of theJ:modeljfL trilff|||j|P:ihe quantification of
parameter uncertainty; ,Jfnd it Mill depend upon the task
specif ication^llljlroughjfa statement of the scenarios for
the input dis||irbancg;sf and iofitial state of the system,
i .e . , the bpuipary aniiinifcjipi conditions for the solution

f|of the ,jf|lf|ef£ equs||||f|r||pr The fact that the ambient
S|lioncent{iafllliS9of theficltflStkminant cannot be predicted with
:>!;r?.fr~iS;.'.;''iti'S*!>B. i:''*'rt;^-v;;/>:-';^i;'S;?'*i;!i-;p;;- -^. • • > • • ' J-

plllgSjj.cien'llllilliiSiidence does not necessarily signify an
Ij|||f|jl5d,d mo'Ŝ ifiljliiQv̂ ever. For there are three sources of
u"ii|::;li|i§|jinty ill|!jii|e|J:>r edict ions, two of which (the initial
|Lj|j||||i|:Bi|dary c-ippitions) are independent of the model.
p?@5oâ |̂!Ŝ i:ge ifi the analysis of prediction uncertainty
(if a j*t||jgJe)|K;§t on model validity is the objective) should
therefo||̂ |j|iip!hclude some form of ranking of the
contributions each source of uncertainty makes to the
overallfpuncertainty of the prediction. Where Monte Carlo
simulation is used to compute the distributions of the
uncertain predictions, some -- perhaps many -- runs of the
l̂̂<!§;![ may fail to be completed because of combinations of
ijilie model' s parameter values leading to unstable or absurd
'̂output responses. As with an analysis of sensitivity, this
provides useful information about the robustness of the
model and restrictions on its domain of applicability. The
less the model is found to be restricted, so the greater
is the belief in its validity. In some cases, it may be
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feasible and desirable to state the output responses
expected of the model in order for the task specification
to be met, thus enabling a more refined assessment of the
domain of applicability of the model (as in discussion of
the concept of relevance) . The use of combinations of
parameter values leading to unacceptable deviations from
the behavior of the task specification can be placed under
restrictions.

5.1.3 Task specification

Judgements on both the compositional an̂ l|5erform;̂ce;ii||i!|i!Ipi1:y of JjHe
model are inextricably linked with aniSssessmplt of':'!C;i|i;5Sig|||ie||pirto
which the current task specif icatiiS|Sidi3|!rges f rblffi|||ffiipPtask
specifications of previous application^lllliiiiihe model. CaSigories of
evidence relating to the fundament aSt|||||f|||erties of the task
specification must therefore be defin.e;d'pf|]|ji||||jb:;manner similar to
those assembled in order to conduct aiirass'S:s]llffi|fb»-:.of the model.

For example, a model used preyJ||:Q'§l|̂ as|l||feH! prediSplon of a chronic
exposure at a single site wit3^|pi6mogenSi|i]iil|!Snyji.:0ibnmental properties
may well not be valid -- in t^tfrms of*|per1 |̂-ipgi|̂ p*its task reliably --
for the prediction of an acute exposure a1|fs:everal sites with highly
heterogeneous properties4J|ffnt isjHot thci|t? the model is inherently
incapable of making suqh>i|predicfiions, bpt that there is an element
of extrapolation into nQfel cori|||tions:fpmplied by the different task
specification. It i^sj^nfl!; the j|f|l|i©:;§|ilbf this document, however, to
provide jjiiiything ,,©l||li:||| than ®||fe||r'ipreliminary indication of the
catego||iSsii|i!f, eviS |̂|||§||iliequire:<al''atb assess the degree of difference
betweerf'iSmSlfet anS^ipllsiiiisask specifications, as follows.

•'SgjogiltasftSWk,. •^:E;;iv.;S!(SgHBKJ;i, *•

The class(es) of chemicals into which
S|||i||l|nant would most probably fall, such as

chlorihSiti8|lfti-yd.rocarbon, or aromatic compound, for
example|fftrifl't be specified. The number of such chemicals
to be Upreleased, and their interactions (synergism,
antagonism, and so on) vis a vis the state variables of
interjpt in the environment, must also be specified.

|!|Pfhe environment. Several attributes can be employed to
characterize the similarities and differences among the
environments into which the contaminant is to be
released. These include, inter alia, the geological,
hydrological, and ecological properties of the sites of
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or

(iii;

interest, together with statements of the homogeneity 01
heterogeneity, of the site according to these attributes"

Target organism, or organ.

(iv) Nature of exposure. The obvious distinction to be made in
thlS case is between acute and chronic exposures of the
target organism to the contaminant.
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APPENDIX E - COST ESTIMATES
The following are the cost estimates received in response to our inquiries:
MMSOILS Benchmarking Evaluation (EPA's portion, DOE unknown)
Cost: Scenario Development about $50,000; Execution of 4 models about $100,000;
Output comparison and write-up (Journal articles) $150,000; Total= $300,000.

RADM Evaluation Study
Cost: It was estimated that EPA provided about 1 8.5 Million for the 2.5 year evaluatifpt effort (17 M
for field studies, .5M for NOAA FTEs, and 1M for contractors to run the|mpdeyplests).
[files for contract support have been disposed of ] 5i,:j|ih 4liIlSllll,,
AIR Dispersion Model Clearinghouse and SCRAM: Jiff" Bf:|tlf l||||i||h. _. ,jf
2 FTEs/GS-13 - clearinghouse, regional support, and supjpprt of regjypial wor1isj||gl||||| .^gjir'
MCHISRS $50,000 contractor over few years with little||||̂ ep,for SCRAM ^;liil|pf;

Air Modeling Regulatory program - 20 to 25 staff for 20 3li;a||{||i||i:extramural support $ 1 .5 to 2 M
per year Jff''!:;illililll»,.r J ..:#;:# ••:!Kpg;iBH;K;«;:i;r,, .

Model performance evaluation and peer review about $150 tdij^^ |̂||r .model category (2-10
models) ,,;siifilii&,, ''l|j;|||||«;f"
AERMOD over 6 years exceeded $500K the evlllalofiipilllbn is lessjlan 10% of the total.. 4|r" ::i!|fiiiii:|jR|;i,,; £ff
EPAMMM Evaluation (Screening modejlevaluation wl||l|||i||lliata)
1/2 FTE (about $60,000) .,,jl '" jff |pt»;'

,:Sffi;il$i -tli!' f£<

Software evaluation and docume||pion cos||: I
Checked with Margarette Shoylirtifho said c(|s|iare ngt|ff oken out to the level of model code testing
and verificatj|n or documehteiplf on a lev||j||ij|B|l!"contract. Larry Zaragoza attempted to get
estimates;||l|ii|ii;|EUBK |̂;|||;Ki| found thef||trl81hing getting the information would be tedious-
a speciar:fl|||s||llthe ESiSlS^^^^ management would have to be made by OARM.
Larry estimateiSihlliEiJBK codihplSsiabout S200K but its hard to separate out test costs and it

": :̂:̂ ;-*~^4:fe>N- '̂ ;^V{:'f ;:;4'̂ :̂ '0f"' -^

depends on the laHgiSf i||sed and hi3§|pllse to the actual programming documentation is done. He
estimated iJj^ff fioei]̂ !t̂ Q|l|||]i;.was dofie late in the process the cost could equal half the total project
cost. Aylffviodels 28|;|xi|||nce Bob Carsel estimated that for a ground water model, software
evalua|Jpn and docirnientf|i|||!pit about 30 % of the project cost.
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APPENDIX F - TYPES OF MODELS USED BY EPA

PHYSICAL MODELS:
Atmospheric Emissions Models (e.g., GloED)
Water Treatment/Distribution Models (e.g., EPANET)
Emissions Control Models (e.g., IAPCS)
Stream Flow Model (e.g., PC-DFLOW)
Atmospheric Models (e.g., Models-3, ISC)
Chemical Estimation Models (e.g., AMEM)
Subsurface (e.g., SESOIL/AT123D)
Surface Water (e.g., SED3D, )

Biological Models:
Atmospheric Models (e.g., BEIS-2)
Chemical Estimation Models (e.g., BIOWIN) ^f
Ecological Exposure Models (e.g., ReachSc^a||p¥GlET;S|l||||j:|i&h

Human Health Models (e.g., TherdbASEjSEEM) i:fi? '̂ jlilS
J£i* ,£•&" ':$;&$£?$&•'

Subsurface (e.g., PRZM2) Ajjf Jr §"*""

Multimedia Models: ,|ik!f
(MULTIJ|lJJ|j|JLTIM(i|||l||S, PCGElil|Ji!MSOIL, SEAS, TRIM, HWIR, MIMS)

APPENDIX G - NONPOINT SOURCE MODEL REVIEW EXAMPLE
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This is an example report showing the type of model information used in the 1991 review
(Donigian and Huber, 1991).
. Name of the Method

Hydrological Simulation Program—Fortran (HSPF)
Stream Transport and Agricultural Runoff of Pesticides for Exposure Assessment (STREAM)

2. Type of Method

_ Surface Water Model: Simple Approach j
xxx Surface Water Model: Refined Approach j||j|: !i|
_ Air Model: Simple Approach j|f ,4
_ Air Model: Refined Approach J|| r.f"
_ _ _ S o i l ( G r o u n d w 1f|||tllff r )

Simple Approach v l̂ill|ll|l|,,
x x x S o i l ( G r o u n d ff$j*'

'Refined Approach " !*i||!||
_ Multi-media Model: Simple Approach ,,?iiiillll!|,. '"iff

-,!i|i;|f6|l||||i|I3l "1
_ Multi-media Model: Refined Approatif lilfiflSfc, ,ji?

3. Purpose/Scope .ffitf' ..f

Purpose: Predict concentrations q|;|pitarnina|!|| in

xxx ground waferllliilllw:,..

Source/Ipfease Types:

M ""^oiltf'"' e 1

M o d e l

J;*!:'.:>:: S i . 1

xxlijiontinuous
ifagle

Levef!|lfijpplication:

xxx Screening

xxx Intermittent
xxx Multiple

xxx Intermediate
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Type of Chemicals:

xxx Conventional

Unique Features:

xxx Organic Metals

xxx Addresses degradation products
xxx Integral Database/Database manager
_ Integral Uncertainty Analysis Capabilities
xxx Interactive Input/Execution Manager

4. Level of Effort

System setup: xx mandays xx manweeks i-Iilifilllfemanmonths m-tier
—— ..;§HP" :f!-!;SffiSi3RBift>. ——'.

Assessments: _mandays xx manweeks'!P '::::'ljxxl§^faiimonths _rra^ea:

(Estimates reflect order-of-magnitude values;
assessor.) 4§' <**»

' l illlly on thejxperience and ability of the
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5. Description of the Method/Techniques

Hydrological Simulation Program-FORTRAN (HSPF) is a
comprehensive package for simulation of watershed hydrol-
ogy and water quality for both conventional and toxic
organic pollutants. HSPF incorporates the watershed scale
ARM and NFS models into a basic-scale analysis framework
that includes fate and transport in one-dimensional stream
channels. It is the only comprehensive model of watershed
hydrology and water quality that allows the integrated
simulation of land and soil contaminant runoff processes with
instream hydraulic and sediment-chemical interactions.

The result of this simulation is a time history of the runoff
flow rate, sediment load, and nutrient and pesticide concen-
trations, along with a time history of water quantity and
quality at any point in a watershed. HSPF simulates three
sediment types (sand, silt, and clay) in addition to a single
organic chemical and transformation products of that chemi-
cal. The transfer and reaction processes included are hydrol-
ysis, oxidation, photolysis, biodegradation, a volatilization,
and sorption. Sorption is modeled as a first-order kinetic
process in which the user must specify a desorption rate and
an equilibrium partition coefficient for each of the three solid
types. Resuspension and settling of silts and clays (cohesive
solids) are defined in terms of shear stress at the sedimentef f
water interface. For sands, the capacity of the systerf;|l||
transport sand at a particular flow is calcdateJpFand
resuspension or settling is defined by the differencejjfetween
the sand in suspension and the capacity. Calibration of the J
model requires data for each of the three, .sjlids typesi3

Benthic exchange is modeled as sorptiojiilpsbrption jtfta
desorption/scour with surficial benthic seSiripnts. Undeify-
ing sediment and pore water are not mfid^led. jl||;l

produces output compatible with conventional toxicological
measures (e.g., 96-hour LC50).

8. Limitations

HSPF assumes that the "Stanford Watershed Model" hydro-
logic model is appropriate for the area being modeled.
Further, the instream model assumes the receiving water
body model is well-mixed with width and depth and is thus
limited to well-mixed rivers and reservoirs. Application of
this methodology generally requirejp team effort because of
its comprehensive nature. jir

9.

Thff program is jfltfen in - j l l l l lDRTRAl 3 ?? and has
: installedgBh systems:EMa||l|lilll||||l|lBM PC/AT-

' hard disk is rSqliiftSSMrl'Qperation of the
p r | | i i : i a math co-processortlsligmy recommended.
No sp|§||llp|jp;herals other than a printer are required. The
prog^an|:ii|:ir|jiiniained for both the IBM PC-compatible and
thJi^ECi'VjIlllgilllMMS operating system. Executable code
prepared witn|ffiei fty|i)|McFarland FORTRAN compiler and

j);P,Ij|NK86 lmllpl̂ |(||p|s!ns available for the MS/DOS
^ISirbnment. Source; feode only is available for the VAX
|n|||fraent. y

The program!can be obtained in either floppy disk format for
MS/DOS operation systems or on a 9-TRK magnetic tape with
instaUftion instructions for the DEC VAX VMS environment.
Trnsjprogram has been installed on a wide range of computers
,w;6iId-wide with no or minor modifications.

6. Data ̂ e||s|§|ajlability;;||lf|lll||;,

Data needs f6TII||Pj|S ;̂hextensiv8i5|||;P |̂i||a:] continuous
simulation progrffii||^^^res contih1|Su||||taili|drive the
simulations. As amlifii^llfti^jbntinuous't^^lJljFScords are
required to driveflfflSiiSniflmSlekand additional records of

t̂?:N!S*i;!l "i:';*^<'̂ ;^^^ ;̂% **'evapotranspjgjron, temperafuiiefland solar intensity are
desirable^Jptarge number 6|ir|f|S||5§î meters can also be
specifiedplthough default valifejsjpB^iCb'vided where reason-
able vjpes are available. HSPF Ipa general-purpose pro-
grarjpind special attention hag:|ieen paid to cases where input
para|i£ters are omitted. Option flags allow bypassing of
wJMlfsections of the prqgtim where data are not available.

• •••"• •*;; i;-.\i&K w;i;_ ..•r'li.-"!'/!'1

HSPF produces a time history of the runoff flow rate,
sediment load, and nutrient and pesticide concentrations,
along with a time history of water quantity and quality at any
point in a watershed. Simulation results can be processed
through a frequency and duration analysis routine that

10. Experience

HSPF and the earlier models from which it was developed
have been extensively applied in a wide variety of hydrologic
and water quality studies (Barnwell and Johanson, 1981;
Barnwell and Kittle, 1984) including pesticide runoff testing
(Lorber and Mulkey, 1981), aquatic fate and transport model
testing (Mulkey et al., 1986; Schnoor et al., 1987) analyses
of agricultural best management practices (Donigian et al.,
1983a; 1983b; Imhoff et al., 1983) and as part of pesticide
exposure assessments in surface waters (Mulkey and
Donigian, 1984).

An application of HSPF to five agricultural watersheds in a
screening methodology for pesticide review is given in
Donigian (1986). The Stream Transport and Agricultural
Runoff for Exposure Assessment (STREAM) Methodology
applies the HSPF program to various test watersheds for five
major crops in four agricultural regions in the U.S., defines
a "representative watershed" based on regional conditions
and an extrapolation of the calibration for the test watershed,
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and performs a sensitivity analysis on key pesticide
parameters to generate cumulative frequency distributions of
pesticide loads and concentrations in each region. The
resulting methodology requires the user to evaluate only the
crops and regions of interest, the pesticide application rate,
and three pesticide parameters—the partition coefficient, the
soil/sediment decay rate, and the solution decay rate.

11. Validation/Review

The program has been validated with both field data and
model experiments and has been reviewed by independent
experts. Numerous citations for model applications are
included in the References below. Recently, model refine-
ments for instream algorithms related to pH and sediment-
nutrient interactions have been sponsored by the USGS and
the EPA Chesapeake Bay Program, respectively.

12. Contact

The model is available from the Center for Exposure
Assessment Modeling at no charge. Mainframe versions of
the programs compatible with the DEC VAX systems areff
available on standard on-half inch, 9-track magnetic |a|jffjf
When ordering tapes, please specify the type of cgrilputer
system that the model will be installed on (VAXjjpRIME,
HP, Cyber, IBM, etc.), whether the tape shoulp*be non-.,,|
labeled, if non-labeled specify the storage formate(EBCDKJF
or ASCII), or if the tape should be formatters}! VAX filfeP
11, labeled (ASCII) tape for DECjjfiltlms. MjSel
distributions tapes contain documenta^jariftoveringjiliis/tal-
lation instructions on DEC systems^FOfpTRAN souiif epdg,,,,
files, and testjytigut data sets andl§iitrjut files tha||m|y;|l|e||
used to test a t i M r r n the insfflM|n|:|the m o d e l !

system.

Center for Exposure Assessment Modeling
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Environmental Research Laboratory
Athens, Georgia 30613

(404)546-3123
USA

Program and/or user documentatiQrf|1i;or instructions on how
to order documentation, will acctptpany each response.

13.
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